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Abstract
Current systems based on pilot jobs are not exploiting all the scheduling advantages that the technique oﬀers, or they lack
compatibility or adaptability. To overcome the limitations or drawbacks in existing approaches, this study presents a diﬀerent
general-purpose pilot system, GWpilot. This system provides individual users or institutions with a more easy-to-use, easy-to-
install, scalable, extendable, flexible and adjustable framework to eﬃciently run legacy applications. The framework is based on
the GridWay meta-scheduler and incorporates the powerful features of this system, such as standard interfaces, fair-share policies,
ranking, migration, accounting and compatibility with diverse infrastructures. GWpilot goes beyond establishing simple network
overlays to overcome the waiting times in remote queues or to improve the reliability in task production. It properly tackles the
characterisation problem in current infrastructures, allowing users to arbitrarily incorporate customised monitoring of resources
and their running applications into the system. This functionality allows the new framework to implement innovative scheduling
algorithms that accomplish the computational needs of a wide range of calculations faster and more eﬃciently. The system can
also be easily stacked under other software layers, such as self-schedulers. The advanced techniques included by default in the
framework result in significant performance improvements even when very short tasks are scheduled.
Keywords: Grid scheduling, pilot jobs, resource characterization, resource management, application compatibility.
1. Introduction
The consolidation of distributed computing infrastructures
(DCIs) is a long process involving continuous changes, stan-
dardisation processes, upgrades of middleware tools, imple-
mentation of new capabilities, dissemination of their use, port-
ing of applications, etc. In any case, this eﬀort has enabled
the integration of a large pool of resources around the world,
resulting in a high-throughput computing (HTC) platform that
is ready for high loads whose best proponents are the current
grid infrastructures. Despite recent advances, the work is not
yet complete, particularly for job scheduling. Users, develop-
ers and site administrators continuously experience poor per-
formance, complexity, and resource underutilisation.
Because of the dynamism and heterogeneity that are present
in the majority of DCIs, especially those based on the grid [1],
calculating the best match between computational tasks and
resources in an eﬀectively characterised infrastructure is, by
definition, an NP-complete problem [2], and only sub-optimal
schedules can be found for these environments. Nonethe-
less, the persistent problems on DCIs have avoided deployment
of those complex algorithms in production, even though they
have been well-tested on simulators and in controlled environ-
ments. Grid information systems (GIS) [3] (usually based on
GLUE [4]), which are commonly misconfigured, do not pro-
vide an eﬀective characterisation of the oﬀered resources. Even
more, the systems do not show any information about the basic
bandwidth and latency, the shared policy of the remote queues,
or the average waiting time. As a consequence, no valuable
functionality devoted to advanced reservation of resources has
been implemented. Therefore current middleware do not allow
the knowledge of the type of resources that will be eﬀectively
assigned a priori. A lack of tools for generic user application
profiling is an added diﬃculty. Another problem is the con-
tinuous overload of centralised services and resources, which
increases the response lag and queue times, resulting in poor
turnaround of individual jobs.
According to the performance aspect considered [5], the
scheduling problem can be oriented to increase the throughput
and the resource utilisation of the infrastructure, to improve the
user share, the prioritisation and the data allocation, or to re-
duce the application makespan. Algorithms for these policies
are widely utilised by local resource manager systems (LRMS)
to exploit the clusters and constellations belonging to same in-
stitution. Because their computational environment experiences
few changes, their schedules are based on static descriptions of
resources. Grid schedulers (GSs) (also called meta-schedulers,
super-schedulers, resource brokers (RBs), or workloadmanage-
ment systems (WMSs) are cognisant of grid dynamism, and
they constitute the first mechanism to reduce DCI complexity,
thus providing automated and unattended access to all the re-
sources.
Diverse GS implementations have been proposed, but
generic GS can only perform very simple job scheduling if only
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information from the GIS is used. Thus, a few GSs have sur-
vived, not because of their capacity for complex scheduling but
because of some other aspects, such as their adaptation to the
grid characteristics, scalability or ease of use. Currently, the
GSs based on Condor [6] are the predominant ones in the largest
grid infrastructures in its two versions: Condor-G [7] on Open
Science Grid (OSG1) and gLite/UMD WMS [8] on the Eu-
ropean Grid Infrastructure (EGI2). Among their features, they
have demonstrated high stability and scalability and are able to
support hundreds of thousands of jobs every month. Nonethe-
less, Condor has some known drawbacks, e.g., it is hard to in-
stall, maintain and customise, and it has some rigidity on the
grid because it was initially designed as LRMS. Usually, these
GSs are overloaded by users because they are deployed as cen-
tral services. These issues have a larger eﬀect on its gLite/UMD
flavour, where the overhead imposed by several layers of mid-
dleware results in poor job turnaround.
GridWay [9] is a potential alternative; this system im-
plements advanced scheduling policies, is easily customis-
able [10], and can be remotely accessed through standard in-
terfaces [11, 12]. However, its deployment is oriented towards
individual institutions or users and, with the exception of a few
medium-sized infrastructure projects [13], has not been selected
as part of the production manager systems (PMS) of large vir-
tual organisations (VOs); consequently, its suitability for these
communities has yet to be demonstrated.
In any case, neither Condor nor GridWay has yet addressed
consistent methods to overcome the resource characterisa-
tion problem, despite the implementation of behaviour mod-
els [14, 15]. The consequences are especially evident when exe-
cuting short jobs, in which the middleware overhead represents
an important percentage of the time consumed. As a result, GSs
are devoted to improving the throughput of long jobs from an
organisational point of view.
To overcome the lack of reliable information provided from
the GIS, many application-oriented frameworks have assumed
some of its roles and other functionalities that initially corre-
spond to the GS, such as statistical accounting or remote pro-
filing, to improve the quality and quantity of the supplied re-
sources. In this sense, GSs are commonly used as a tool for re-
source provisioning [16]. Moreover, because those frameworks
select the resources, they are able to re-implement basic func-
tionalities from the GS. Systems included in this category are
some workflow managers [17], PMS [18, 19, 20, 21], and self-
schedulers [22, 23, 24], which promise a better performance
based on a deeper knowledge of the computational needs of
a specific application. This is an expensive approach that in-
creases the intrinsic diﬃculty in testing innovative algorithms
in a real environment. Another issue is the specialisation of
such specific types of applications. As a consequence, the per-
formance gain over those applications provided by a general-
purpose GS is usually measured in controlled environments,
such as simulators, small laboratories, or infrastructures with
1http://www.opensciencegrid.org
2http://www.egi.eu
only a few production nodes. Thus, although they show inter-
esting results, their improvements are not usually extrapolated
to real infrastructures or to diﬀerent application types with the
same good performance.
In opposition to the aforementioned early-binding methods,
where the workload is scheduled to resources before they have
been eﬀectively assigned, the relatively recent pilot job tech-
nique (or late-binding model) is being introduced in DCIs to
overcome the current limitations of middleware. This approach
accomplishes computational user tasks in a more flexible, stable
and reliable way while reducing overhead. Moreover it repre-
sents a powerful scheduling layer that can be combined with
traditional mechanisms to achieve the required performance
levels. In this sense, this new scheduling overlay is logically
placed between the ones provided by the applications and the
provisioning tools. Nevertheless, the current systems based on
pilot jobs [19, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] are not exploiting all
the advantages that the technique oﬀers, or they lack compati-
bility or adaptability.
In this study, a diﬀerent approach based on pilot jobs is pro-
posed. The new approach is more flexible and adjustable than
the existing ones, it is adaptable to legacy applications and it
is suitable to both user and VO levels. Implementation of this
system represents a remarkable step forward in the use of DCIs
because it goes beyond establishing simple network overlays
to overcome the waiting times in remote queues or to improve
the reliability in task production. It properly tackles the char-
acterisation problem in current infrastructures, allowing users
to arbitrarily incorporate customised monitoring of resources
and their running applications into the system. Any user can
easily take advantage of this feature to perform a specialised
scheduling of his application workload. For this purpose the
necessary tools to declare policies based on this monitoring are
available without the need of modifying any code in the pilot
system. Users can automatically guide the provisioning with-
out the need of explicitly indicating one resource or manually
submitting pilots. Furthermore, all of these features can also
benefit skilled developers to build complex scheduling policies
such as the ones in [5, 31]. Additionally, self-schedulers or
workflow managers can be easily adapted to establish an upper
scheduling layer that will take into account the real character-
istics of resources, although they were federated. Therefore,
the new approach presented in this work enables a multi-level
scheduling model that users can actually manage, unlike the
mechanisms oﬀered by current pilot job systems.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
a general description of pilot systems that is useful for describ-
ing the strengths and weaknesses of the existing frameworks,
the reason for their design and the compiling of motivations to
develop a new system. In Section 3, the GWpilot architecture
is introduced, as well as its implementation that makes its fea-
tures possible. The simplified mechanisms to properly manage
the diﬀerent scheduling layers is explained in Section 4. The
reasons for approaching a functional comparison with other pi-
lot systems can be found in Section 5. Then, Section 6 shows
two sets of experiments: one describes the obtained results of
comparingGWpilot with these other frameworks on a real envi-
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ronment; the latter oﬀers a discussion on the suitability of GW-
pilot to perform a customised scheduling in a multi-application
context. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.
2. Pilot jobs
2.1. Overall vision and nomenclature
The current necessity of a grid job to access diﬀerent grid
services anywhere outside the specific administrative domain
of resources where it is being run implies that this job could
require access to the Internet through NAT or proxy services.
This can be done through a master-slave application where the
slave, running inside a worker node (WN), can directly com-
municate with a coordinator server through its own communi-
cation protocol and bypass (some) grid middleware. The main
motivations for establishing this network overlay within a DCI
are:
• to reduce overhead, mainly the waiting time in remote
queues at the LRMS and shared GSs using slot appropria-
tion;
• to eﬀectively characterise the assigned resources (the
WNs) by sending their real properties and current status
to the master;
• to enable compatibility with other legacy systems and ap-
plications by checking and creating special configurations;
and
• to reduce grid complexity by directly using assigned re-
sources and monitoring the user tasks.
Thus a pilot system is defined as a framework where many
satellite programs (pilots) running inside grid jobs branch out
to monitor a set of computational user tasks that are continu-
ously assigned by a server following the master-slave scheme.
The diﬀerence between user task and grid job must be intro-
duced; in this study, a pilot job is a regular grid job, and each
of the computational parts of the user application that are being
run inside a pilot job are user tasks. In this sense, the series of
procedures needed to set every pilot job up is called resource
provisioning, as well as the mechanism to assign every task to
pilots is named workload or task scheduling. On the other hand,
user-level or application scheduling denotes the division of the
calculation workload into tasks because is usually performed by
user’s tools. It is noteworthy to mention that some abstraction
models of pilot jobs have been already proposed [14, 32, 33].
These abstractions and formalisms undoubtedly result adequate
to describe scheduling algorithms based on pilots, but are suc-
cinct to detail the design of some frameworks. However, the
presented scheduling roles (user-level, workload and provision-
ing) can be logically distinguished in these abstractions or in
any pilot system, although they usually are mixed up.
There is a large collection of literature on distributed master-
slave applications for scientific computation. In addition, the
definition of a pilot job is commonly extended when the satel-
lite program is being executed on resources belonging to other
types of DCIs such as clouds or even on multiple standalone
clusters. For this reason and because of the wide plethora of
topics that have been covered, the systems that have been tested
on, or are closely related to, standard grid environments, are
described in this section. This collection is adequate to illus-
trate the method applied in this study. On the other hand, even
though there is a wide range of approaches and possible imple-
mentations, any pilot system is conceptually composed of the
following main components:
• One (or several) user task queue (UTQ). It is usually a (pri-
ority) queue that is accessed by means of a local command
line interface (CLI), a web portal, a web service or an API.
• A master coordinator or pilot server (PiS). It is devoted to
manage the running pilots, their requests and the task-pilot
relationship.
• Pilot jobs (pilots) or agents. In addition to consecutively
accomplishing user tasks and enabling remote monitor-
ing of these tasks and the assigned resource, they perform
other functions, such as checking and preparing the ap-
plication environment (downloading and configuring soft-
ware), executing multiple tasks (multi-task pilot jobs) or
accepting tasks belonging to diﬀerent users (multi-user pi-
lot jobs, MUPJ).
• One or several pilot generators, suppliers (or provisioners),
fabrics or factories (PiF). They perform the submission of
pilots to a certain computing infrastructure (local clusters,
the grid or the cloud). These generators can be manually
executed by a user, but they are generally triggered by a
daemon that locally monitors the UTQ for pending tasks.
Other additional components that can form part of a pilot
system to facilitate the proper behaviour of the aforementioned
modules or improve the performance are the following:
• Message accumulators (MAs) or customised proxies are
often deployed to provide a type of bidirectional outbound
communication between the PiS and pilots when firewalls
or NAT are present.
• To improve the performance of the computation, the PiS
can abandon the passive role and use the support of a
scheduler module that implements advanced algorithms
to eﬀectively coordinate the pilot-task matchmaking. If
only a simple fist come first serve (FCFS) or a fit resource
first serve (FRFS) approach is considered for workload
scheduling, this role is usually assumed by the PiS.
The implementation of this type of system involves multiple
design decisions. The most important of these decisions con-
cerns the method of communication between server and slaves,
that is, whether the system adopts a pushing or a pulling be-
haviour. In the first case, the server can initiate the communica-
tion with the slave, e.g., to submit tasks, and in the second case,
the slaves initiate all communications with the server. Addi-
tionally, the connections can be synchronous or asynchronous,
state-less or state-full, and they suppose overheads that the
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scheduling algorithms cannot overcome. Consequently, these
decisions determine the choice of completely implementing
the Internet application layer (i.e., directly sending information
over sockets), using pure remote procedure call (RPC) libraries
(RMI, CORBA), coding embedded methods into web pages
(PHP, Python), delegating to external scripts (CGIs), or fol-
lowing a more standardised web services (WS) schema, where
the specification of messages has to be selected (XML-RPC,
SOAP, WSDL, REST, WSRF), independently from the com-
mon protocol (HTTP, SNMP, TCP) used. Furthermore, assur-
ing the security in these communications is necessary because
some standard grid middleware will be bypassed. In general,
current pilot systems use SSL/TSL authentication and encryp-
tion methods based on the user proxy delegated in theWNs, but
additional mechanisms may be necessary. Additionally, a level
of isolation in task execution should be considered, especially
when tasks are executed on behalf of other users [34].
Cost estimation for re-implementing any GS functionality
must be performed in advance. The use of third-party tools
should follow the same procedure. The design complexity and
the dependence among components is another important fac-
tor that influences deployment and performance. Moreover, the
types of interfaces oﬀered to the users, programmers and man-
agers of the system, such as CLI tools, APIs or web interfaces,
must also be considered. Regarding all these aspects, a classi-
fication of existing design approaches with their corresponding
examples is described in the following subsections.
2.2. GS/LRMS embedded pilot systems
LRMS and GSs (to a lesser extent) have already incorpo-
rated advanced scheduling policies. Therefore, it would be a
great advantage to include a pilot in their resource pools and
schedule tasks over this pilot pool as usual. In this way, rank-
ing and selection of the best resources to meet the task require-
ments are permitted. This approach was first introduced in
grid environments in 2001 by the glidein technique [7], which
was developed using the Condor framework. Glidein uses
the condor startd daemon, executed inside any computational
node and then monitored and managed by Condor using con-
dor sched. This binary file can be wrapped in a script and sub-
mitted as a grid job to a remote resource; then, the daemon con-
nects to the Condor Collector and it is enrolled in the Condor
resource pool. This technique is not suitable to be used by itself
in production grid infrastructures, and, for this reason, glidein
was recently complemented with other developments [35], re-
sulting in glideinWMS [26].
Currently, this framework is being used to provision re-
sources to high-level systems, such as workflowmanagers, e.g.,
Pegasus [36] (through Corral [37]), or it is used directly through
the Condor CLI by users allowed to access core services in
OSG [38]. The main diﬀerences from a pure glidein system
are an enhancement of the grid job wrapper for condor startd
and the inclusion of a specialised PiF compound of two prin-
cipal modules: the VO (or Corral) Frontend and the glidein
Factory. Multiple instances of Frontends, Factories and their
related software can be deployed to provide load balancing or to
access multiple VOs. Alternatively, the powerful classified ad-
vertisements (ClassAds) language is used for describing users,
tasks, glideins and machines containing services, and, conse-
quently, it enables the Condor matching mechanism by means
of the evaluation and comparison of the attributes, expressions,
preferences and constraints declared for each actor. However,
ClassAds has perhaps derived in a tool that is too complex for
conventional users. Additionally, to assure confidentiality, the
system generates key pairs for each ClassAd, even for the user’s
data stored at web servers, increasing the complexity.
The obvious drawbacks of this system are the need for bidi-
rectional outbound connectivity, the compatibility of the con-
dor startd binary, the diﬃculty of installation and the customi-
sation (inherited fromCondor and the newly implementedmod-
ules). The first drawback is overcome by using a general-
purpose message accumulator (theGeneric Connection Broker-
ing) or the specifically designed Condor Connection Broker-
ing to enable the communication between the glideins and the
condor sched, although this approach creates a delay penalty
because compiled messages in an intermediate server cannot
oﬀer the same performance as LAN connectivity. The sec-
ond drawback is usually masked by the similar configuration
of the resources in the large infrastructures. However, the latter
two issues remain important drawbacks to the general adoption
of glideinWMS because installing a complete instance could
be daunting and diﬃcult for a specific application. Therefore,
many users that launch their own applications cannot profit
from the scheduling features provided by this system.
Other systems that include remote grid or cloud resources
into LRMS or GS systems have been proposed. For example,
MyCluster [39] builds personal clusters on demand by provi-
sioning nodes from TeraGrid or Amazon EC2 and enrols them
into the LRMS by using user-space remote file systems and vir-
tual private networks over WANs. Other works [40] propose
mechanisms for the elastic growth of grid infrastructure mak-
ing use of cloud providers.
2.3. Pilot systems related to LHC VOs
Condor-G is used directly in OSG and is the base of
gLite/UMD WMS. All previous versions have been deployed
on EGI and its preceding phases since the beginning of the last
decade. The glidein technology seems the obvious choice to in-
troduce pilot jobs into large infrastructures, especially for those
devoted to grid computation from the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC3). However, this idea was only evaluated in recent years.
As a result, on the date of the debut of glideinWMS [26], three
of the VO communities out of the four LHC experiments had
already implemented their own pilot job techniques and had in-
tegrated them into their legacy and centralised production man-
ager systems (PMS) for massive data production and process-
ing. These three were DIRAC [19] for LHCb, AliEn [20] for
ALICE, and PanDA [21] for ATLAS.
The uncertainty of achieving better performance results or
getting some added value, compared to their own mature pro-
3http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html
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duction systems, became a significant drawback for glidein-
WMS. Since then, its adoption by LHC VOs has been irregular,
also because of the influence of OSG on each specific collabo-
ration (mainly on CMS and ATLAS). Notably, these PMS act
not only as a pilot system but also as a complete tool that pro-
vides more services. They are frameworks specifically designed
to compute the great amount of data generated by these experi-
ments, and therefore, they are composed of additional software
mainly devoted to managing data access, allocation and replica-
tion. The requirements of tasks processed are specific and they
could only accept regular user tasks collaterally. Consequently,
PanDa and AliEn frameworks only support high energy physics
(HEP) experiments. The exception is DIRAC, that is used in
other types of initiatives, such as the biomed VO [41].
The DIRAC WMS [19] was the first pilot system to be de-
ployed in production on a large VO [42], and it continues to use
the gLite/UMDWMS as the tool for submitting its pilots to the
grid. The pilots (pilot agents) install DIRAC (and VO software)
from repositories if it has not already been configured by VO
managers. They can adopt a general or a specific role if config-
ured to run either any task or to only accept tasks from a certain
user, calculation or specific requirement. This association is
possible because of a double-matching mechanism against the
UTQ items based on the ClassAd language. Thus, DIRAC can
request gLite/UMDWMS the information about resources that
accomplish these requirements, filter them according to previ-
ous executions and finally submit the pilots. When these pilots
contact with the server directly fetch the first waiting task in the
correspondingUTQ. Therefore, the system is following a FRFS
policy where the user fair-share is implemented to a small ex-
tent, although an attempt to include MOAB [43] is proposed
for future versions. It is noteworthy to mention that DIRAC is
deeply described in the Section 5, due to it is used as one of the
pilot frameworks to be compared with GWpilot on a real grid
environment.
A similar two-level scheduling concept [38] is proposed
by the PanDA pilot framework [21], but based on Condor-G
and datasets. Several PiFs (AutoPilot [44]) are installed with
Condor-G when it is deployed at central services to adjust the
number of pilots and tasks in such a way that computing el-
ements (CEs) will not be overloaded. This schedule is based
on the input dataset of tasks and their expected output. This
is important because pilots have multitasking capabilities and
can retain outputs from previous executions to be reutilised or
uploaded at a later time.
In 2004, a completely diﬀerent pilot approach [27] was im-
plemented for the AliEn framework [20]. A daemon (Computer
Agent) is installed in VO-Boxes at each grid site to continu-
ously monitor the state of its correspondingCE. It also has a PiF
role and submits pilots directly to the CE [45] when it detects
that tasks have been assigned at UTQ to that resource. Central
AliEn services schedule these tasks using the information pro-
vided by Computer Agents; therefore, it is the Computer Agent,
and not the pilot, that is triggering the task matching using a
general characterisation of the resource. That is, the framework
implements more advanced scheduling policies without using a
central GIS, avoiding a high percentage of monitoring commu-
nications, but at the cost of certainty of a proper WN and the
ability to control the task behaviour. In this way, an approach
based on site-allocated PiFs was also proposed in DIRAC [46],
but the utilisation was limited to standalone clusters [47]. Sim-
ilarly, some PanDA developers [48] considered the creation of
a new site-allocated PiF that supplied glideins [49], but this so-
lution did not seem to be feasible because it forced an unneces-
sary re-implementation of glideinWMS functionalities and the
infrastructure was overloaded with two pilot systems [38].
With respect to the communication mechanism utilised in
the aforementioned frameworks, all actors (user, CLI tools,
pilots, core modules) in DIRAC, AliEn or PanDa must use
their own PKI/GSI protocol based on XML-RPC/HTTP [50],
WSRF/SOAP or simple HTTP requests, respectively. For this
reason, in addition to the web portals oﬀered by PMS, more
common interfaces are provided to developers to facilitate inte-
grationwith other systems or applications, although they are not
necessarily standardised. Examples are the Ganga [51] com-
patibility that is usually oﬀered or the REST interface recently
added to DIRAC. With respect to the coding language, Python
is predominantly used. Additionally third-party open source
tools such as web servers are used.
Unlike the other LHC collaborations, CMS has not imple-
mented their own pilot system and simply incorporated glidein-
WMS.With this system, great results were obtained [52]. How-
ever, the CMS community has two PMS [18], one for data anal-
ysis [53] and one for Monte Carlo production [54], that can
submit tasks to Condor-G, gLite/UMD WMS, ARC [55] and
some LRMS through a connector called BOSSLite [56]. Thus
the use of pilot jobs has played a collateral role and has been
bound to OSG sites [57] because of the policy of CMS collabo-
ration. However, eﬀorts are being made to incorporate glidein-
WMS, such that the whole CMS production is expected to pass
through this technology very soon.
2.4. Application-oriented overlays
HEP researchers involved in the four LHC experiments gen-
erally use the same software for processing their data; there-
fore, it is feasible to make the eﬀort to customise a common
framework for them. Nevertheless, there are many users that
employ several types of applications not installed on remote
sites. Thus, the development of a PMS only makes sense for
middle-large collaborations. Moreover, the deployment of any
type of centralised system for queuing and prioritising tasks
may not be the best approach to improve the performance of
an individual application because only its programmer knows
its specific characteristics. For this reason, some approaches
have been proposed for providing a developer-oriented inter-
face for distributed environments, which tackles the implemen-
tation of master-worker applications. Initially they focused on
oﬀering an API that simplifies the basic operations of the slave
(monitoring, forking tasks, getting results, etc.). Two similar
approaches were proposed: AMWAT [58] for AppLeS [59]
scheduler and M/W [60] for Condor. The former is a collec-
tion of C/C++/Fortran functions and the latter implements a set
of C++ template classes that the programmer must customise
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for his application. Both APIs simply wrap the available mes-
sage passing protocols (MPI, PVM, or Condor-PVM) or the file
sharing (Condor-Local I/O, Globus I/O or Nexus) mechanisms
to enable bidirectional communications in a distributed envi-
ronment.
Due to the high latency in wide area networks, these
protocols are not suitable for grid environments. For this
reason, other approaches based on GridRPC [61] were at-
tempted [62], but all of these were lacking adoption when
standard APIs for HTC programming were proposed (DR-
MAA [63], SAGA [64]), which did not consider a role for the
programmer to manage the slaves. Related to this, an initiative
called BigJob [28] has been recently presented for adapting pi-
lot jobs to SAGA, but characterisation or scheduling tools are
not included. Developers must explicitly indicate the pilot job
to execute a task, and usually indicate the site (its URI) to run
the pilot too. Thus, the BJ-Manager assumes the UTQ, the PiS
and (partially) the PiF roles to facilitate developers the man-
agement of pilots (the BJ-Agents). The objective is to maintain
the freedom to implement any provisioning policy, but without
the necessity of directly implement SAGA code. However, due
to the volume of resources belonging to current grid infrastruc-
tures, provisioning is usually delegated to Condor-G. Another
component of BigJob is the Coordination Service which acts as
a message accumulator between the Manager and the Agents
based on the Redis4 database and protocol.
In contrast, DIANE [25] is an integrated framework with a
UTQ and simple scheduler (Task Scheduler), PiF (Agent Fac-
tory) and PiS (Run Master) that is written as an importable API
library for Python applications. The communication between
pilot jobs (worker agents) and the PiS is done by means of the
CORBA free implementation omniORB5. However, it main-
tains a pull behaviour, where the exchange of information is
done via call-backs. The Agent Factory can use simple heuris-
tics [65] to fit resources by evaluating its error completion rate.
Nevertheless, the resource discovering is based on the statisti-
cal results obtained from the pilot submission to the Ganga [51]
library to a set of GSs, as is deeply explained in [65]. The Task
Scheduler implements a FCFS policy by default, although its
code can be modified to incorporate other procedures. Addi-
tionally, the Agent Factory and the Task Scheduler can work
together to exchange information about the characterisation of
resources and tasks. Therefore, specialised developers can ex-
tend DIANE to allow ranking policies and improve the resource
provisioning with statistical data. The adaptive workload bal-
ancing (AWLB) proposal [33, 66] is a good example.
The primary advantagewith DIANE or BigJob is their library
design, which provide an easy-to-use and standalone installa-
tion. In the case of DIANE there is an added benefit because
developers only have to divide the computational workload into
tasks and to format them into a set of simple abstract classes.
Then, DIANE will autonomously manage the necessary pilots
and, through its own File Transfer service, will make the stage-
in and -out process. However, both APIs are not standardised,
4http://redis.io
5http://omniorb.sourceforge.net
and they even diﬀer from the Ganga interface or SAGA stan-
dard, respectively. Moreover, the programmer could be forced
to modify the DIANE or the BigJob code if the existing one
did not meet his needs, as DIANE developers did in [67]. The
performance data and characteristics of resources can only be
compiled for the current execution of the application; therefore,
this information can be shared neither with other users nor with
other applications of the same user that are being executed at
the same time.
To better understanding the concepts described in this sec-
tion, Table 1 summarises the distinguishing features of main
pilot systems in relation to their deploy-ability, usability and
scheduling. The comparison is specially focused on the mecha-
nisms oﬀered to users to adapt their legacy applications to these
frameworks, as well as to perform some type of customised
monitoring and scheduling. Additionally to this table, it is im-
portant to mention that DIRAC and DIANE frameworks are
deeper explained in Section 5 because they are used to be com-
pared with GWpilot.
2.5. Other frameworks
In general, desktop grid approaches are similar to standalone
pilot systems, but they have been logically designed for a vol-
unteer computing environment. Therefore, they were focused
on exploiting idle CPU cycles from a large number of personal
computers variably configured and allocated around the world.
This fact implies a great eﬀort in the development of compati-
ble and secure Clients, which can run on heterogeneous plat-
forms, and also centralised services able to coordinate hun-
dreds of thousands of Clients while supporting high latency
rates in their communications. In the case of BOINC [68], sig-
nificant segments of the Clients and the core server are imple-
mented in C++, in particular the communication that relies on
XML/HTTP(S) requests from the Clients. The rest of BOINC,
e.g., the mechanism for downloading files, is based on PHP web
pages. Another example is XtremWeb [69], where Clients con-
nect through RMI or XML-RPC to Coordinators. The servers
are published at an Advertisement Service, also coded as an
RPC. This enables a type of P2P load-balancing mechanism
because Clients can obtain inputs from and store outputs to dif-
ferent Coordinators.
There have been eﬀorts to adapt XtremWeb and BOINC ar-
chitectures to a grid infrastructure, such as EDGeS [29] or Grid-
Bot [30], but legacy grid applications are diﬃcult to port to
these frameworks. Other initiatives have tried to solve this issue
by implementing systems from scratch that were immersed in
the current grid middleware and its interfaces. This is the case
of Falkon [70], which was implemented as the Globus Toolkit
4 (GT4), that is, a WS-oriented system to be deployed on exis-
tent GT4 infrastructures. According to its initial design, a PiF
(Provisioner) directly manages the execution of pilots (Execu-
tors) running on WNs, assuming a priori that GT4 supports
brokered WS notifications, i.e., the PiS (Dispatcher) must push
WS notifications directly to Executors running on a remote re-
source; however, this feature has not yet been implemented in
GT4.
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2.6. Lessons learned
In the previous subsections, the primary pilot systems avail-
able to date have been described. They provide a broad set of
functionalities and good results in their diﬀerent environments.
Nevertheless, every one of them is missing some important ca-
pability that limits their feasibility or performance when other
types of users or calculations are considered. These capabili-
ties, such as a general compatibility and adaptability to the di-
verse existent grid software, the ease of use and deployment, or
the customisation for any requirement, have been implemented
together in this study, while several performance aspects are
also taken into account. In this sense, the main design require-
ments can be summarised in the following subsections.
2.6.1. Minimal functionalities
First, a general-purpose pilot system should oﬀer a friendly
interface for users, developers and administrators. For this rea-
son, a new pilot system should provide standardised APIs and
LRMS-like CLIs that fulfil the needs of every role, and facilitate
the incorporation of external systems, such as upper scheduling
layers.
Security, based on grid standards, is a must. Then, other
implementations, diﬀerent from the ones provided by the mid-
dleware, must follow these specifications and general infras-
tructure rules. New services or protocols should not be imple-
mented if they are correctly provided by the middleware, i.e.,
the system should avoid duplication. For example, this includes
the mechanism to stage files [25, 26], which is already available
using GridFTP, SRM, etc.
The platform and library dependencies of remote pilot soft-
ware [19, 25, 26, 29, 30], i.e. the pilot jobs, decrease the com-
patibility with heterogeneous resources. Therefore, it is better
to use a widely extended interpreted language [21, 28] so those
future modifications will be easier to implement as the system
remains widely compatible. In addition, the allocation of mod-
ules at remote sites (such as site-allocated PiFs [27, 46, 47, 48])
should be discarded because it implies external collaboration
for their installations, which is not suitable for standalone solu-
tions. With respect to the local installation of the pilot system,
it is desirable that it were easy enough to be carried out even by
inexpert users [25, 28]. This feature will extend the suitability
of the system for individual calculations.
The use of the pull mechanism and common protocols is
the most suitable approach for pilot communications. It facili-
tates passage through site firewalls and proxies. Conventional
RPC protocols and bidirectional implementations are not rec-
ommended. The use of message accumulators also increases
the complexity and lag times in communications [26, 28, 32].
However, the choice of a pull method can influence the schedul-
ing algorithms selected, as will be explained later. In any case,
it is necessary to reduce and maintain controlled the overheads
introduced by the system because they could constraint any
scheduling decision.
To reduce the overheads, the middleware layers must be lim-
ited to the minimum. It is counterproductive to mix diﬀerent
pilot systems (as in [28, 48, 49]) or to complicate the design in
excess (as in [19, 26]). A high number of standalone modules
in the system does not only imply more diﬃculties in their de-
ployment, but it also multiplies the quantity and size of commu-
nications among these modules, increasing the overhead (see
Section 6). Well-defined WS message protocols are precisely
proposed to easily integrate software from diﬀerent providers
and to improve the future extensibility of codes by other devel-
opers [27, 50], in exchange for a high increase of the message
size. However, if the system complexity is low and the perfor-
mance in communications is a priority requirement, their use
could be avoided [21, 30]. Although these simplifications were
made, the diﬀerent pilot calls always introduce their own over-
head, which has to be measured and controlled because it has
an especial impact on task turnaround.
2.6.2. Advanced scheduling and hierarchy
In general, pilot systems should distinguish the three-level
hierarchy already established for scheduling in Subsection 2.1:
the user-level, the workload and the provisioning layers. To
fully support a personalised scheduling at user-level, the new
pilot framework must provide the latter two layers with mech-
anisms that permeate the user’s requirements. Thus, these re-
quirements must influence on the whole scheduling because ap-
plications properly run on a type of resource that should be pro-
visioned. However, it is diﬃcult to guide provisioning if the pi-
lot execution is delegated to an external GS [19, 25, 44]. Thus,
to build a framework that manages tasks and provisioning to-
gether [26, 28, 32] is more feasible.
To really solve the characterisation problem of Grid Com-
puting, the system must allow the free definition of constraints
for every task, among a customisable set of characteristics for
every pilot. For this purpose, the language used can not be
complex as in [7]. Additionally, the customisation and char-
acterisation of resources is a typical role of the provisioning
phase [19, 21, 27], but will imply the modification of the pilot
system code for every calculation type. Therefore, the new pilot
system should also provide the mechanisms to properly charac-
terise resources inside tasks. Moreover, applications that per-
form reactive scheduling need interfaces to dynamically know
the current task, pilot and resource assignation and characteri-
sation.
To satisfy the needs of institutions and VOs, the system
should be multi-user and multi-application. Thus, another de-
sirable functionality is the ability to implement fair-share and
prioritisation policies [26] at workload and provisioning levels
from the start. It becomes a major drawback if they are need
post-development actions [43]. It is also useful to have account-
ing generically provided to the scheduler to improve the be-
haviour of current and future applications in the system. There-
fore, a unique application-oriented approach (such as [25, 28])
is not suitable for designing the new framework.
In this sense, it is necessary to include advanced algorithms
into these layers to delegate as much as possible the implemen-
tation of scheduling capabilities from user-level applications to
pilot system. Therefore, the new pilot system must be able to
implement more advanced scheduling algorithms than FRFS
for workload scheduling. However, this requirement deserves
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a fuller explanation because is diﬀerent to the approach imple-
mented for current pilot systems that make use of a pull mech-
anism. This is so because in a pure pull scenario, the simple
FRFS task-pilot matchmaking policy has clear benefits. The
technique has a small dispatch time (below 1 second [25, 47]);
it maximises the usage of assigned resources (CPU occupancy);
only one call type against PiS should be implemented, and it
removes the necessity of implementing a scheduler module.
Nevertheless, the disadvantages are also obvious. Although
UTQ could prioritise tasks, the user fair-share is not really per-
formed [43]. Additionally, applications can experience large,
variable completion times because any task can uncontrollably
fall into slow nodes. Then, this policy supposes a large draw-
back from the user point of view and from the use policy of cer-
tain VOs. Nevertheless, any algorithm diﬀerent from FRFS has
a variable time penalty according to its computational complex-
ity, arising from evaluating a large quantity of possible pilot-
task matches at every time. This could also have a negative
influence on the task dispatching time (when it wastes time on
the order of minutes), especially for short-duration tasks, and
must be evaluated.
3. The GWpilot system
GWpilot is designed to accomplish the previously enumer-
ated requirements and to profit from the numerous GridWay6
advantages [71], while maintaining a simple design and im-
plementing new functionalities that result in measurable and
valuable improvements in several performance aspects of com-
puting scientific applications. GWpilot acts as a GS-embedded
pilot system, where pilots are included in the GridWay Host
Pool as any other resource; thus, user tasks will be included
in the GridWay Job Pool and subsequently scheduled among
pilots as if they were common grid jobs. Accordingly, the
GridWay Scheduler module is used to perform the task-pilot
and pilot-resource matchmaking. Therefore, the user fair-share
and prioritisation capabilities can be incorporated into the pi-
lot system if a careful design is constructed. Similarly, the
advanced scheduling capabilities of GridWay are improved by
the proper characterisation and the online monitoring of re-
sources and tasks that pilots provide, particularly the task mi-
gration and checkpointing functionality and the matchmaking
decisions based on statistical data obtained from previous exe-
cutions, per user and per resource. Additionally, the incorpora-
tion of pilots makes new features possible, such as reservation,
data-allocation awareness and caching. The user can easily im-
plement specific scheduling policies if the necessary tools for
declaring customised characteristics of tasks and of the pilot en-
vironments are available. In consequence, the new framework
will allow users, developers and administrators to build every
scheduling level (application, workload and provisioning) ac-
cordingly to their specific needs in a unified and standardised
way. The main design and implementation of GWpilot that
make all these features possible are described in this section,
6http://www.gridway.org
Figure 1: GWpilot components in GridWay architecture.
while the improved management of scheduling are deeply ex-
plained in Section 4.
3.1. Architecture overview
The GridWay Job Pool conceptually corresponds to the UTQ
in the framework. Because of it, any user or developer can use
the available interfaces from GridWay to manage tasks. As
mentioned above, another benefit is to make use of GridWay
Scheduler to incorporate its algorithms to workload schedul-
ing. The inclusion of every pilot in the GridWay Host Pool
is the mechanism that allows this feature, which would have
not been possible if the friendly interfaces had not been avail-
able or the language to descript resources had been diﬃcult. In
this sense, every resource (either pilot or the remote site) is de-
scribed by means of unstructured label-value pairs. Users can
easily inspect these values through CLI and set constraints into
their descriptions of tasks. Subsequently, Scheduler calculates
the best matches between the elements of two pools. In addi-
tion, the selection of resources for every pilot is visible for the
users, who can influence on provisioning. The advantages of
this unified vision of the workload scheduling and provisioning
will be described later.
To preserve the performance and deploy-ability levels of
GridWay, GWpilot must maintain its modular architecture [9].
Thus, the new elements of the system must be implemented like
any other pluggable driver in the framework. For this reason,
the system contains two main components in addition to the pi-
lots: the GWpilot Server (GW PiS), which is implemented as
a middleware access driver (MAD), and the GWpilot Factory
(GW PiF), which acts as a common application at user-level
and can be started by GW PiS. Subsequently, no communica-
tion will be performed between these components, and the sys-
tem will run in a standalone way for submitting pilots wrapped
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inside grid jobs as needed. To perform this action, GW PiF
uses other MADs (GRAM 2/4/5, ARC, CREAM, OGSA-BES,
SSH), to obtain resources from multiple DCIs.
The code used for both components, PiS and PiF, is Python
2.4.3 compatible and, as any other MAD or user application
within the framework, its installation is straightforward over
a previously configured GridWay server. It only requires the
copy of few source files to a basic GridWay installation and the
deployment as Python module of a (third-party) generic open
source HTTPS server framework7. GW PiS options are fully
configured by editing the same line in the configuration file.
These parameters are then propagated to GW PiF and, conse-
quently, to the submitted pilots, so no more actions must be
performed by inexpert users. Additionally, administrators can
modify default parameters to tune general aspects of schedul-
ing. On the other hand, MADs are generally executed in the
user-space, which oﬀers the following benefits: they can be in-
dependently instantiated by multiple users and they can directly
use their grid proxy certificates for encoding communications.
As GW PiF is executed by PiS, it profits from the same advan-
tages.
Pilots communicate with the PiS through simple HTTP re-
quests. A pilot will periodically pull PiS for a description of
the task to run. This includes environment variables, the Grid-
Way wrapper and the task options, as they were any remote
GridWay job. Pilot translates these items and performs the nec-
essary file staging to execute the wrapper. Subsequently, the
wrapper performs the execution of the task as usual, assuring
backward compatibility. Therefore, the stage-in and stage-out
mechanism is established by the user as usual, i.e., by means
of defining the source and destination of every file with local
names or URIs through any standard grid protocol supported on
the remote resource, e.g., GridFTP or SRM. On the other hand,
HTTP requests are used to periodically advertise PiS about pilot
characteristics and the statuses of tasks. In addition, tasks can
communicate with pilots to arbitrarily include customised tags
in its characteristics. As these items will be notified to PiS, and
subsequently will be included in the Host Pool, the mechanism
enables the personalised characterisation of the pilot.
The implementation of pilots is fully compatible with Python
2.4.3 and its standard modules and can run, for example, on
any Red Hat 5 minimal installation. Additionally, the code re-
quires less than 1,000 lines and only uses approximately 40 KB
and can be manually executed. Thus, GWpilot is potentially
suitable for deployment on any currently distributed platform
type such as the cloud or desktop computer and for establishing
network overlays among them, at least running in its insecure
mode (i.e. without using grid certificates).
The design allows GWpilot to incorporate the following
features that accomplish the requirements outlined in Subsec-
tion 2.6:
• Friendly user, administrator and developer interfaces from
GridWay, such as the CLI, the submission mechanism
based on templates, and the DRMAA and OGSA-BES
7http://www.cherrypy.org
standard interfaces. The latter also allows the use of re-
mote commands through external implementations [72].
GridWay also provides DRMAA bindings to diﬀerent lan-
guages such as Java, C/C++, Python and Perl.
• The security in communications and the file staging mech-
anisms, based on grid standards.
• The capacity to extend the pilot overlay to multiple DCIs,
such as the grid, the cloud or even local resources, be-
cause PiF can use the current and future GridWay plug-ins
(MADs) for provisioning and pilots allow manual execu-
tion
• An easy and standalone deployment on a unique server,
independent of other middleware instances in these DCIs.
Currently, GridWay is available through .deb and .rpm
packages and their local dependences (of grid middleware)
are managed by oﬃcial repositories (from Linux distribu-
tions and IGE8).
• Pilot communications based on minimal HTTP pull re-
quests. Overheads controlled by reducing the number and
size of messages among system modules.
• Management of workload scheduling and provisioning ca-
pabilities in a box. Accounting from both layers (users,
tasks, pilots and resources) is available.
• Mechanisms to properly characterise resources at user-
level, based on a simple description language compatible
with the friendly interfaces provided.
• The possibility of performing a personalised scheduling
by every user, because independent PiS and PiF can be
instantiated for all of them. Additionally users can run
manually PiFs or even substitute them by new developed
ones to customise provisioning.
• Management of multiple users and applications with fair-
share and prioritisation policies. Potentially, PiS and PiF
can be shared among users to share their managed pilot
jobs and therefore, to carry on scientific production of a
specific project or VO.
• Supporting the workload and provisioning layers with a
default set of scheduling capabilities inherited from Grid-
Way but powered by the pilot characterisation.
However, as mentioned in Subsections 2.6 and 3.1, overheads
introduced constraints about what scheduling algorithms can be
actually implemented on the pilot system. In particular, it is de-
sirable that these overheads were predictable and even config-
urable. Consequently, beyond this overall description of GWpi-
lot, a more complete explanation of its components is outlined
below, paying special attention to the performance issues, but
also to implementation details that make their advanced fea-
tures possible.
8http://www.ige-project.eu
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Figure 2: State machine diagrams representing pilot internal behaviour (left) and task management (right).
3.2. Pilots
Communication with the PiS is a pull mechanism via simple
HTTP requests from pilots. Due to the tag-based language used
in GWpilot all the information interchanged is specific enough
to be represented as a set of unstructured label-value pairs, al-
though their significance is crucial for some of them, as will
be explained below. Additionally, few request types are neces-
sary. Therefore, formatting the information in XML and using
complex message protocols is unnecessary. Instead, the tags are
set into variables of GET methods or received as plain text in
their responses. Despite the similarity with the remote execu-
tion mechanisms and to diﬀerentiate from pure RPC protocols,
the pilot requests are referred to as pilot operations throughout
the remainder of this paper.
The internal states are simple: a pilot can be idle or busy,
and a task can be active or ended (done or failed). There are
no pending tasks inside a pilot because whenever one is fetched
from GW PiS, the pilot immediately tries to run it. As a conse-
quence, there are only five operation types that the pilots request
to the GW PiS:
• Notify Pilot: pilot advertises itself to PiS by sending its
identification code and static characteristics.
• Update Pilot Status: when pilot considers itself enrolled
to a specific PiS, it periodically sends its dynamic tags to
that PiS.
• Get Task: when the pilot is in idle state, it asks PiS for a
new task.
• Update Task Status: it is used to notify PiS of an active
state when a task is going to be executed or the final state
if the task has ended.
• Get Task Signal: it asks PiS for a POSIX signal to be
passed to an active task. It is periodically performed when
a task is being executed.
The last four operations are immediately triggered after a
state change, thus reducing the turnaround. When no state
change occurs, these operations are looped in a time interval
with a limited number of retries, after which the pilot ends, ei-
ther because PiS are not accessible or, in general cases, because
there are no more tasks that can be assigned to the pilot. To bet-
ter illustrate these state transitions two state machine diagrams
extended with pseudo code are depicted in the Figure 2.
Usually, parameters such as PiS port number, deactivation of
SSL security, pulling frequency against the server, and num-
ber of retries are propagated by GWpilot configuration to pi-
lots. However, pilots also allow manual execution, and they
can be launched by customised factories relying on other GS
or LRMS. Furthermore, these parameters do not only enable
the communication with the server. Retries determinate the
provisioning policy, i.e. how often pilots are discarded and
interchanged by new ones. On the other hand, pulling fre-
quency is responsible of an important overhead component in
task turnaround. Thanks to the simple design of pilot, this over-
head is maintained roughly constant for every task, as will be
demonstrated experimentally. The implications of both aspects
will be explained in the last Subsection 6.4.
Secured communications are allowed using the delegated
user proxy stored in theWN as a certificate for encrypting calls.
Although SSL authentication is enough to distinguish the pilot
owner, the pilot must identify itself with a unique code when-
ever an operation is performed against the server. This identifier
is formed by the WN hostname, the site name, the user name
and a hash number, which is created when a pilot starts run-
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Figure 3: State machine diagrams representing the management of tasks (left) and pilots (right) by the GWpilot server.
ning and is maintained until its end. This method is performed
to allow the proper consistency check of requested operations
and to reject failing pilots. The exact identification of the re-
mote and assigned resource will allow GWpilot to individually
account performance statistics from each pilot. Such identifi-
cation could be reutilised later if any other pilot is allocated in
the same resource (this mechanism and its advantages will be
explained in next subsection and Section 4, respectively).
Identification code is sent to PiS as any other property. Other
tags have also special significance. LRMS NAME = ” jobmanager-
pilot” is the type identifier that will diﬀerentiate pilots from other
resources in the GridWay Host Pool; thus, it is always statically
published when a pilot is enrolled in the system. On the other
hand, queue tags dinamically shows the number of available
slots to accomplish tasks by the pilot. Scheduler will discard
those pilots without free slots published in the Host Pool.
To assure the backward compatibility with previousGridWay
developments, its remote execution wrapper is utilised in pilots.
The execution of user task is actually performed by the wrapper
in the specific directory where the wrapper is downloaded. Pi-
lot receives the location (URI) of wrapper, the final locations of
their output streams (its logs), and the necessary environment
variables. These outputs are retrieved by the system, enabling
the possibility of fine troubleshooting. The pilot also gets the
complete description of the task because it is a parameter of
the wrapper. Thus, the pilot is able to translate the description
of every task to cache its executable, input, output and restart
(for checkpointing) files. These files are retained according to
their size and their local path. Subsequently, their MD5 are
published. Additionally, pilot creates a named pipe on which
the user task will can write pilot the customised tags. Subse-
quently, the pilot tries to run the wrapper and monitor it to trig-
ger the status changes and to fill some specific tags about the
execution (see Table 2). The wrapper also enables the capacity
of checkpointing the task execution. The possibilities that those
features oﬀer are explained in Section 4.
3.3. The GWpilot Server (GW PiS)
The GW PiS is the most important module inside the GWpi-
lot system, and its responsibilities go beyond simply putting
GridWay in contact with pilot jobs. In this sense, PiS per-
forms an active role by checking, filtering and caching oper-
ations from GridWay Core and pilots to improve the scalability
and performance of the whole system. For this purpose, PiS
must communicate with two GridWay managers: the Execu-
tion Manager (EM), that performs generic operations for tasks;
and, the InformationManager (IM), that includes the character-
istics of pilots in the GridWay Host Pool. This determinates the
PiS internal design (see Fig. 4), which is mainly composed
of an EM and an IM adapter, the Task and Pilot Pool lists,
and the implementation of necessary procedures embedded in
a (third-party) generic open source HTTPS server framework7
for Python.
The system will usually initialise one PiS on behalf of each
user in order to use his certificate and to encrypt his communi-
cations. Therefore, the system can support several PiSs listen-
ing to diﬀerent TCP ports and their belonging pilots are private.
However, a PiS can be shared among users if their IM and EM
operations pass through the same stream (the implications of
this configuration is commented in Subsection 4.4).
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The pilot and GridWay Core operations against PiS modules
have associated internal procedures that imply changes in the
task or pilot states and, consequently, trigger more operations to
other modules and again, doing it outside PiS. Main procedures
used by adapters and the information workflow are shown in
Fig 4, while the state machine diagrams that depict the internal
behaviour of the server are depicted in Fig. 3. In addition, there
are other mandatory functions devoted to checking the validity
of the task, the pilot or the match performed in an operation.
It is relatively common that pilots perform invalid operations
against the PiS HTTP server due to network overloads or cuts.
In general, GridWay Core uses its manager modules (EM and
IM) for sending common operations to the MADs, and then it
waits for asynchronous responses. To reduce the turnaround
overhead, all of them immediately respond, although some
processes related to SUBMIT (sends a task description to cer-
tain pilot), RECOVER (claims for a task after a system restart)
and CANCEL (removing a task execution request from PiS and
killing it if it is being executed on a pilot) operations are per-
formed in the background. However, GridWay Core also fills its
overload with un-requested responses, so PiS uses this feature
not only to later inform of submission and cancellation results
but, more importantly, to improve the performance. Thus, the
majority of responses for POLL (returns task state), DISCOVER
(returns name identifications of active pilots) and MONITOR (re-
turns pilot status) operations are originated by the PiS module
adapters. It is not possible to perform the overloading technique
for the other MAD operations. These responses are not arbi-
trarily retrieved by GridWay managers because the EM adapter
immediately notifies only the task state modifications with a
CALLBACK message, and the IM adapter caches the tag updates
from running pilots in order to only periodically report their
information changes.
Task states are slightly diﬀerent from the aforementioned
states in the pilot implementation because they must provide
more information. Now, a task introduced in the Task Pool can
also adopt a pending state, which will not change if this task is
not fetched by any pilot and it updates its status. However, the
description of the task (i.e., the wrapper, streams, grid paths,
as environmental variables and parameters) provided through
the SUBMIT operation is only maintained in the Pool until a
successful Update Task Status is performed by a pilot.
However, the significance of pilot states are completly diﬀer-
ent for PiS. Pilots contained in their Pilot Pool can be inactive
or running. These states stand for a pilot that is discarded by the
system or accepted for processing tasks, respectively. This is so
because the determination of a busy state in a pilot is of interest
to the Scheduler, not to the PiS, which only stores the task-pilot
matches from the former. The PiS only needs to know if the
pilot has no tasks assigned or does not successfully update its
status for a certain period of time, so it should be discarded.
This deadline corresponds to the multiplication of the pulling
frequency by the number of retries configured in pilots. The IM
adapter is in charge of automatically changing the pilot state to
inactive and updating the virtual queue tags to indicate Sched-
uler that no slots are available for this pilot.
The information related to the host, site and user name from
Figure 4: The GWpilot PiS internal modules, procedures, information work-
flow and its relation to external operations.
a discarded pilot is maintained in the Pilot Pool to be compared
if another pilot is allocated in the sameWN (or type in the same
site) and tries to be enrolled in GWpilot. This correspondence
is advised by the comparison with the identification code pro-
vided by the new pilot. However, the correspondent identifier
name passed to GridWay Core will always be the same, en-
abling system to gather performance statistics from each pilot
individually.
All these processes are extensively described in this subsec-
tion because they could become an important bottleneck that
usually is not analysed in other systems. In general, users per-
ceive this overhead as an increase in the dispatching time of
every task. In the case of GWpilot, the simplified design of the
PiS and the streaming mechanism to communicate with Grid-
Way Core implies that this overheadwill be manageable, as will
be demonstrated with the experiments of Section 6.
3.4. The GWpilot Factory (GW PiF)
The Factory is an eﬃcient DRMAA-enabled program that
follows a producer-consumermodel to generate and replace pi-
lots in a continuous flow. To improve its performance makes
use of the CLI to check the statuses of pilots. In general, a
GW PiF dynamically calculates the number of necessary pilots
in the system by checking if the LRMS NAME = ” jobmanager-pilot”
sentence is set in the requirements of the tasks belonging to its
particular user. Moreover, any specific characteristic notified
by pilots (or even published by GIS), can also be taken into
consideration for submitting pilots. This feature improves the
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Table 2: Some characteristics notified by pilots to GW PiS and subsequetly published into GridWay Host Pool.
Characterisation Tag name Description
Identification
PILOT HASH NAME Pilot identification code.
LRMS NAME = ” jobmanager-pilot”
Generic ARCH, OS NAME, OS VERS ION , CPU MODEL,
CPU MHZ, S IZE MEM MB, S IZE DISK MB,
CPU FREE, FREE MEM MB, FREE DISK MB
Real hardware of the assigned node and generic monitoring.
GLUE-style and
middleware tags
DEFAULT SE, SW DIR, SCRATCH DIR, DFLT SE FREE ,
SCRATCH FREE
close-SE and scratch directory configured. Additionally, pilot
shows the vailable MB in these storages.
Virtual queue QUEUE NODECOUNT , QUEUE FREENODECOUNT ,
QUEUE ACCESS , QUEUE MAXTIME , QUEUE MAXCPUTIME
Number of virtual slots, available slots, accessing restrictions (VO,
user distinguished name), and emaining wall and CPU time
Task PILOT TASK MEM MB,PILOT TASK MEM USED ,
PILOT TASK CPU USED
MB resident and the memory and CPU (%) usage by the task.
Basic network
profile
PILOT LAG, PILOT XFER BW, PILOT XFER SE BW Average lag in pilot operations and periodical bandwidth test
against PiS and close-SE.
Caching CKPT FILE TASK, LAST EXECUTABLE ,LAST INPUT FILES ,
LAST OUTPUT FILES
Name and MD5 of the checkpointing, staged and produced files in
last execution.
User defined PILOT ${GW USER} VAR < number > Key-Value written on pilot pipe.
scheduling capabilities of GWpilot in a heterogeneous environ-
ment due to it is able to distinguish the type of pilots (architec-
ture, middleware or software installed...) running at particular
sites and constraint the submission of new ones to these sites.
Additionally, users do not need to worry about provisioning be-
cause GW PiF will take account of task requirements to select
suitable resources. This advanced feature and the configuration
of PiF are deeply explained through the next section.
4. Multilevel scheduling
The features listed in Subsection 3.1 not only accomplishes a
set of requirements that other systems do not. The main benefit
of the tools presented is that they can be combined to build a
broad range of scheduling algorithms. In particular, the main
added advantage of GWpilot over other pilot systems is the
capacity oﬀered to users and developers to dynamically build
their own scheduling policies, but assisted by the framework.
With GWpilot, the scheduling is actually simplified into the
three-level hierarchy logically established in Subsection 2.1:
the user-level layer, where the applications dynamically mod-
ify their workload division and set specific requirements for ev-
ery task; the workload layer, where the pilot system perform
the task-pilot matchmaking following the user-defined require-
ments; and, the provisioning layer, where the system search
in the grid for resources that fit those requirements. Thus,
one main objective of GWpilot is to facilitate the exercise of
dynamically propagating down the requirements of any appli-
cation from the user-level to the lower layers. On the other
hand, communities demand to improve specific aspects such
as the global throughput or the fair-share. For this purpose,
the generic configuration of workload and provisioning layers
is supported. Therefore, the proposed abstraction is adequate
to simplify the scheduling from the user’s, developer’s and ad-
ministrator’s points of views.
4.1. Dynamic personalisation of scheduling at user-level
The level of scheduling customisation of any pilot system de-
pends on the language used to characterise resources and tasks
running, as well as on how the users can establish preferences
or constraints for the execution of their tasks based on this lan-
guage.
Every member of Host Pool is described by means of un-
structured label-value pairs. With the exception of the identifier
of every member, they can operate as un-typed variables, i.e.
they can dynamically take a numerical value or turn into an ar-
bitrary string. Additionally, the number of tags is not limited.
Therefore, the characterisation of any resource from any DCI
can be fully stored. GWpilot also performs this action with the
information supplied by enrolled pilots (see Table 2).
In this sense, the framework actually gives the possibility
to users to directly customise some tags. The mechanism
does not imply the modification of pilot implementation by
the user. Tasks running can communicate with pilot through
a named pipe, the path of which is unique for each task and
it is stored in an environment variable (${PILOT PIPE}). Subse-
quently, tasks can write on pipe the customised tags declared
as PILOT ${GW US ER} VAR < number >=< arbitrary value >. These
tags will be published in the Host Pool and are maintained
among task executions. Thus, the user application only has to
store the needed information (an integer, float or string) into
these variables in order to specify that any other intermediate
file was stored in a scratch directory, any specific profile has
been performed or any configuration has been done at the re-
mote resource.
Any user can select multiple tags from resource descriptions
to formulate a Boolean expression as requirement, which can
be combined with a numerical expression to rank every candi-
date host (those pilots for which the requirement expression is
true). In addition, user can include the supplementary tags dy-
namically customised. Scheduler fully supports the resolution
of these expressions. Thus, those pilots with higher ranks are
first used to execute his tasks (and to submit his pilots, as will
be explained in Subsection 4.3).
Therefore, as a result of the integration of GWpilot frame-
work, users and developers count on tools to really build a per-
sonal scheduling. Particularly, they can:
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• dynamically inspect and filter those tags through gwhost
command;
• notify any custom characteristic from their running tasks
inside pilots;
• dynamically establish requirements and ranking expres-
sion based on these tags in their task descriptions to fit
their computational needs.
However, the GWpilot also oﬀers some other useful tools that
allow users to dynamically know:
• what tasks are running in certain pilots (through gwps
command) and how many tasks were successfully exe-
cuted or failed in these pilots, as well as their accumulated
transfer and execution times (through the gwacct com-
mand);
• what pilots have been submitted to real sites and which are
really running in them (also with gwps). Same accounting
is performed with pilots, so user can know the same ac-
cumulated registers than the ones provided for tasks (with
gwacct).
These tools facilitate the tuning of GWpilot configuration for
a specific calculation. They also allow users to select pilots
that are eﬀectively accomplishing tasks faster than others. Ad-
ditionally, wrapper and middleware logs are stored in a simple
tree structure based on the task and pilot numerical identifier,
which facilitates the troubleshooting.
4.2. Feasible workload scheduling
Through last subsection the simple tag-based language and
the tools to personalise requirements has been introduced.
However, the reader only get a glimpse of the possibilities those
mechanisms oﬀer.
Fist, the meaning and classification of the tags to be notified
to the PiS and, consequently, published into Host Pool deserve a
more complete explanation because they enable more advanced
scheduling mechanisms than those that are associated with a
typical characterisation of the resource. In this sense, in addi-
tion to the generic static and dynamic characteristics of a re-
source, such as the CPU type or the CPU consumption, pilots
can specifically notify specific tags. For example, the real mem-
ory and CPU usage of the running tasks allow the Scheduler to
properly detect performance losses and consequently to initiate
the checkpoint of task and subsequently its migration.
Moreover, GLUE-style tags can be notified not only to de-
scribe the configured middleware (such as the close-SE avail-
able) but also to describe a virtual queue description that could
be customised to provide the Scheduler with a number of fic-
titious or virtual free slots and the distinguished names of al-
lowed users. By doing so, not only the multi-task and the multi-
user (MUPJ) capabilities are enabled, but also resources com-
posed by multiple cores or GPUs can be managed by Scheduler.
Additionally, the remaining wall time in the remote resource
(i.e. how many time remains for the end of pilot) is included in
this virtual queue. Thus, Scheduler can fill pilots with tasks of
adequate duration.
Furthermore, some files related to a task, i.e., executables,
inputs, and outputs, are declared with their MD5 code to be
cached for later reutilisation by other tasks. Any tag declared is
directly visible by either the user or the developer, who could
include it as a requirement to build complex workflows based
on file dependences, which will be fully supported by Scheduler
The pilot implementation goes beyond oﬀering the user the
default tags contained in Table 2, which are feasible for a broad
range of calculation types, but they could not be used to ac-
complish some concrete problems. The proposed mechanism
to customise the characterisation of pilots not only facilitates
the software deployment to VO administrators or even tem-
porarily to unprivileged users. This characterisation method-
ology also allows the inclusion of advanced scheduling algo-
rithms, especially those usually provided by third-party self-
scheduler layers, which can now be added to the system with-
out re-implementing GS functionalities. The provided possibil-
ity of direct profiling and monitoring on the WN (properly esti-
mating outbound bandwidth or the application performance, for
example) is essential for improved and reactive task chunking.
Additionally, advertising the availability of some files facilitates
the data-allocation policies. Moreover, an eﬀective virtual type
of advanced resource reservation, based on pre-emption, could
be allowed in long-term GWpilot systems if this mechanism
of file awareness is combined with the checkpointing features
provided. This can be very useful for supporting some com-
plex scheduling algorithms [31], MPI and very long executions,
or enabling on-demand prioritisation of some calculations over
others, such as real-time applications.
4.3. User-guided provisioning
The capacity of GW PiF to inspect the requirement and rank
expressions of tasks enables such type of user-guided provision-
ing. These preferences are dynamically taken in consideration
when a pilot is submitted to progressively improve the qual-
ity of appropriated resources. The diﬀerence with approaches
as [66], is that this mechanism is directly managed and cus-
tomised by any user without requiring the modification of the
pilot system code. In addition, it is more generic than other
approaches [47] because does not constraint the submission of
one pilot to accomplish a concrete task. Moreover, the guid-
ance in provisioning is completely refined because PiF is able
to distinguish among the customised characteristics of pilots to
properly select resources.
The requirement expression of every pilot is simply built with
the logical disjunction of the requirements of every task. How-
ever, the following formula builds the rank expression for user-
guided pilots:
RANK =
∑
pi · rki · ni/n
where n is the total amount of tasks in the system, ni is the num-
ber of identical tasks with the same (rki) rank expression and
pi is their current priority given by Scheduler. Thus, GW PiF
maintains the fair-share among running applications. Moreover,
as the PiF can be configured to deal with several users, it allows
such a type of user fair-share in provisioning. This mechanism
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Table 3: Static options for GWpilot configuration
Scheduler loop options:
SCHEDULING INTERVAL
Interval to perform a new scheduling of
pending tasks and pilots
DIS PATCH CHUNK
Maximum number of tasks and pilots
dispatched in every scheduling interval
MAX RUNNING RESOURCE
Maximum number of pilots concurrently
submitted to same site (or task to same
pilot)
Dispatch priority of a pilot or task ( j):
Pj =
∑
i wi · pi j , where w is the weight and p the priority
contribution of every i = {FP, S H,WT,DL}
FP USER,FP GROUP Fixed priority per user or group (default 0)
SH USER,SH GROUP
Ratio of submissions of a user or group
over the rest (default 1)
SH WINDOW S IZE
Timeframe over which user submissions
are evaluated (in days)
SH WINDOW DEPTH
Numer of frames (present frames are most
relevant)
DL HALF
When pilot or task should get half of the
maximum priority assigned by this policy
(in days)
Suitable priority of a resource (h):
Ph = f ·
∑
i wi · pih, where w is the weight and p the priority
contribution of every i = {RP,RA}. f is 1 when resource h is not
banned. (Note that UG policies should be disabled)
RP HOST , RP IM
Fixed priority per site or per every resource
discovered by an IM
FR MAX BANNED
T∞ · (1 − e
∆t/C), where T∞ is the maximum
time that a resource can be banned, ∆t is
the time since last failure, and C is a
constant that determines how fast the T∞
limit is reached
FR BANNED C
The value of the C constant in the above
equation
GWpilot PiS parameters:
-i < PI >, -t < T > Pilot pulling interval and number of tries
-n < unsig. int > Max. number of pilots
-o < unsig. int > Over-submission of pilots
-c <REQUIREMENT > Expression to constraint pilot submission
-r <RANK>
Expression to rank resources for pilot
submission
-g < unsig. short > % of guided pilots
-nosec, -s Unsecure mode and shared mode of PiS
provides great results and has been used in the tests shown in
Subsection 6.3.
4.4. Eﬀects of configuration on the scheduling layers
Despite of the advantages provided to the users with dynamic
scheduling policies, configuration parameters are not suitable
for being dynamically modified. This is justified by the need
of control by an administrator when GWpilot is used by multi-
ple users and by the request of communities to improve certain
metric, such as the throughput or the resource utilisation.
Some of these parameters are specific to PiS or have been
mentioned as the pilot parameters. Most important for schedul-
ing are the pilot pulling interval, the number of tries and the
max number of pilots. In addition, requirement and rank ex-
pressions are allowed as configuration option of PiF. However,
it could be desirable to partially perform the provisioning guid-
ance in some types of calculations. For this reason, the num-
ber of guided pilots can be limited to a percentage. Another
powerful feature is its capacity to perform a flooding of the in-
frastructures with a limited number of pilots, but above the real
need. Therefore, administrators can eﬀectively control the pilot
production of the system.
However, as GWpilot is an embedded system, the options in-
herited from GridWay must be also included in this category
because they have obvious implications on the GWpilot be-
haviour. For example, the maximum number of hosts limits the
volume of resources (i.e. sites and pilots) that the system can
manage. Other options limit the number of clients (application
calls), users, tasks or pilot jobs in the system. Those options
with a special significance were summarised in Table 3. In this
sense, fair-share policies, i.e. fixed (FP), share (SH), deadline
(DL) and waiting-time (WT) policies, could negatively impact
on the eﬀective dispatching time of certain pilots and tasks.
In addition, (RP) policies constraint the use of resources and
are mainly related to provisioning. In any case, they allow the
management of the system in a way more close to a PMS ser-
vice [19, 45].
Many of fair-share policies will be disabled if pilots cannot
be shared among diﬀerent users. For this reason, PiS and PiF
sharing was allowed to enable MUPJs. Running in this mode,
if the PiS is owned and initialised for a specific user, for exam-
ple, the production manager of a VO, the other users must allow
its distinguished name (DN) into the local grid-map file to cor-
rectly stage-in and stage-out their files through GridFTP. Nev-
ertheless, although this procedure is feasible, it is an insecure
method that cannot accommodate the policies of some infras-
tructures [73] because the pilots do not isolate users who are ex-
ecuting codes with the same DN role of pilot owner. This mech-
anism is allowed under the responsibility of the administrator or
the VO manager, and because the user-identity-switching tools
(e.g., gLExec [34]) are not widely installed and they are cur-
rently only required by large production VOs.
Other parameters are fundamental for both workload
scheduling and provisioning. For example, the weight of rank
(RA) expression in the task or pilot jobs should be enabled (i.e.
set to one). Nevertheless, the usage (UG) statistics prioritise re-
sources with shorter execution times per job, and consequently,
are counter-productive for pilots, and should be disabled. The
failure rate (FR) policies allow users and administrators to au-
tomatically discard pilots and sites that accumulate persistent
task failures. The dispatch chunk and the scheduling interval
determinate the volume of tasks and pilots dispatched, that is,
the productivity. However, pilot submission should be lesser
frequent than task generation. Subsequently, these last param-
eters and the pilot pulling interval mainly determinate the task
turnaround overhead as will be demonstrated in the experiments
section.
5. Functional comparison
Two frameworks have been selected as representatives of two
diﬀerent approaches in the design of pilot systems: DIANE,
which is perhaps the most used application-oriented framework
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on EGI-related infrastructures; and DIRAC as the PMS most
adapted to other fields diﬀerent to HEP calculations. The inten-
tion is two-fold: to compare GWpilot with other systems that
propose diﬀerent solutions, and to go into detail about technical
issues not described in Section 2. These aspects are of impor-
tance if users and developers want to adapt their calculations
to these frameworks and also to emphasise the advantages of
GWpilot, but to properly introduce the significance of results
obtained through the following Section 6 as well.
5.1. DIANE
In first place, DIANE is a small pilot system conceived to
integrate the user’s application into a Python framework. In ad-
dition, it is implemented to be easily configured and managed
by final users. For this purpose, a short script is provided to
facilitate the installation. However, although DIANE is writ-
ten in Python, the mechanism also downloads binaries of exter-
nal software, and even Python libraries that are not included in
default OS installations. Additionally, some of them are also
required by pilots (worker agents), and they have to be down-
loaded into WNs before their execution. As mentioned in Sub-
section 2.4, its most important dependence is on omniORB, be-
cause CORBA is the basis of master-worker architecture of DI-
ANE. Moreover, the pilot submission relies on Ganga, which
has its own dependencies. Thus, a complete installation re-
quires ∼150MB, ∼70 MB out of which are external binaries
(beside of basic grid middleware). These issues do not con-
stitute a serious problem for users if they compute on CERN
related operating systems, i.e. Scientific Linux (SL) 5-6, where
DIANE deployment is straightforward (for example on EGI
infrastructures). Additionally, an experienced user can easily
compile these dependencies and modify the installation script
to adapt them to other platforms.
Getting started on grid only requires an elementary config-
uration of Ganga, i.e. editing some parameters in ∼/.gangarc
file. Nevertheless this implies the background use of glite/UMD
commands to remotely connect to a central WMS to perform
the pilot provision. Agent Factory sequentially performs these
operations. Additionally, there are few options to customise the
provisioning behaviour, as it can be seen in Table 4. Users can
only perform some control on pilot scheduling if they modify
the ∼/.gangarc file for every application. These issues seriously
limit the provisioning capacity of the system, as will be de-
picted in Subsection 6.2.2.
Worker agents actually notify a complete set of character-
istics to Run Master, but this feature is not completely used
in the framework. For example, ranking expressions are not
available. In this sense, extensions of DIANE have been im-
plemented to take advantage of this characterisation to incor-
porate some generic self-scheduling algorithms into the work-
load scheduling layer. In particular, AWLB [33, 66] is able to
find sub-optimal distributions of variable sized bags of tasks
(BoTs) among the characterised pilots, according to a CPU and
bandwidth consumption profile previously determined for the
application. Nevertheless, the development of this type of ap-
proaches is restricted to advanced Python programmers. More-
over, they can expend many eﬀorts in modifying DIANE code
(the Master, Scheduler, Factory and worker agents) to accom-
plish the needs of certain legacy applications, which perhaps,
were already implemented following a distributed computing
standard (such as DRMAA or SAGA), or even following other
extended specifications (such as Ganga). Additionally, task re-
quirements can be set if worker agents are again modified. That
is, it is needed to maintain a specific pilot by every special ap-
plication. Other weakness is the impossibility of sharing pilots
or statistics among running applications.
Therefore, the available workload scheduling for conven-
tional users is based on FCFS. The advantages of this ap-
proach were commented in Subsection 2.6.2: maximises the us-
age of resources and maintains task overheads under minimum
possible. For these purposes, DIANE allows the customisa-
tion of policies through con f ig.WorkerAgent, con f ig.RunMaster and
input.scheduler variables (see Table 4). All of them can be dy-
namically set into the code, but due to their generality, only the
related to the management of tasks ones are suitable to be mod-
ified during one calculation.
5.2. DIRAC
DIRAC is a PMS that provides an installation script follow-
ing the DIANE fashion, i.e. compiled dependencies are down-
loaded together with the DIRAC software. However, external
dependencies expend now ∼700 MB, while DIRAC software
only ∼230 MB. This implies continuous upgrades to main-
tain compatibility. Moreover, although the software related to
LHCb can be omitted, any basic DIRAC server requires ∼40
modules (Agents and Services) running associated to a set of ten
databases. Every module runs as a system daemon that contin-
uously fills its database and generates logs which exponentially
increase the disk usage. All of them must be taken into ac-
count during the installation, requiring ∼400 parameters. Many
of these options have not default values and the administrator
must search about their significance. The ones related to the ac-
knowledgement of failed tasks or pilots are measured in hours
or days. Some scheduling functionalites are fixed. Those op-
tions related to the comparison performed in this work are de-
picted in Table 4, and clearly demonstrate that DIRAC is only
oriented to constitute a platform for multi-project production,
where some skilled administrators and VO managers have the
role of maximizing the throughput of long jobs.
However, the main obstacle to customise some scheduling
in DIRAC is that its components are designed and optimised
to eﬃciently accomplish workloads similar to the ones gener-
ated by the LHC Experiments. As a result, its design tightly
couples task scheduling and provisioning to optimise these cal-
culations, and does not tackle the possibility of setting diﬀerent
requirements for tasks. For example, DIRAC oﬀers compatibil-
ity with applications based on JDL (Job Description Language)
templates. That is, it provides users with commands like the
glite/UMDWMS ones. Contrary to JSDL (Job Submission De-
scription Language), JDL is not standardised but it is widely ex-
tended and allows the inclusion of pseudo-scripts and ClassAd
expressions. Nevertheless, most of the JDL parameters related
to scheduling are overlooked: users can not perform any rank-
ing and can only constraint resources with four types of require-
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ments (see Table 4). Besides JDL, DIRAC also provides devel-
opers the REST and Ganga interfaces, and its specific Python
library. Nevertheless, they do not also allow the specification of
more requirements.
Therefore, the scheduling is summarised in two levels: first,
the system classifies tasks according to their CPUTime but also
to other specific requirements not set by user. Subsequently,
it places tasks into a queue specifically created for this clas-
sification. Posteriorly, TaskQueueDirector Agent requests to any
gLite/UMDWMS the information about resources that accom-
plish these common requirements. Then, the system filters
those obtained resources according to benchmarks compiled
during previous executions of pilots. Finally, one pilot per
task is submitted to a concrete resource, if enough resources
are listed. That is, the WMS performs the grid match-making,
while DIRAC performs a parallel scheduling and takes the final
decision about where pilots will run.
Consequences are far away from being tied to UMD middle-
ware. First, their scheduling parameters are not really config-
urable by administrators. The depicted double-matching mech-
anism is based on specific GLUE tags and local measurements.
Thus, to change the Rank is not recommendable to inexpert ad-
ministrators because it has influence on other processes. Sec-
ond, pilots can only host one task because the matchmaking
is optimised for jobs whose duration approaches the maximum
wall-time at remote resources. One solution can be to run the
JobAgent together with the pilot to fetch short tasks. Neverthe-
less, the maximum number of tasks that a pilot can accomplish
is 100 (MaxJobsInFillMode parameter), and includes the num-
ber of retries when the corresponding queue is empty. Third,
besides TaskQueueDirector, many other DIRAC modules partici-
pate in the scheduling process and they generate overheads. In
this sense, WMS commands are relatively slow and sandboxing
files in DIRAC server increases the penalty in task turnaround.
These circumstances will be explained in the results Subsec-
tion 6.2.2.
5.3. Comparison
Besides other features mentioned in Section 3, GWpilot dif-
ferentiates among these systems by its installation (which is
mainly based on OS packets and requires ∼5 MB ); its con-
figuration (which only requires ∼30 lines in two completely
customisable files and some sudo tips); its remote compatibil-
ity and lightweight (since pilot is a short script file that only
requires Python 2.4.3 as minimum release in WNs); and its
management of user data (that allows staging files locally and
through standards protocols). In addition, GWpilot is multiuser,
allows MUPJ (opposite to DIANE) and compiles general exe-
cution statistics (opposite to DIRAC).
However, the main diﬀerences from user’s and developer’s
point of view are that GWpilot allows them to directly run their
legacy applications (written in diverse languages and following
accepted standards), and fully supports the customisation of the
whole scheduling at user-level, guiding both task scheduling
and provisioning. Thus, developers can dynamically include
customised policies in these legacy applications basing them
on a complete characterisation of resources without the need of
modifying GWpilot code. Therefore the GWpilot is so flexible
that is possible to incorporate personalised schedulers on top of
the system.
Obviously, DIRAC and DIANE frameworks have advantages
over GWpilot. The former has been used during years in pro-
duction and can support hundred thousand of jobs and thou-
sand of users, which has not been tested with GWpilot, nei-
ther with GridWay. Additionally it oﬀers a complete web page
that shows detailed statistics and facilitates users with diﬀer-
ent roles for their common procedures: to control site avail-
ability, to inspect tasks and pilot logs, to list statuses of tasks
and cancel them, etc. In particular, the possibility of perma-
nently banning a resource is not available in GWpilot with-
out restart their daemons. DIANE oﬀers the highest perfor-
mance in terms of overhead in task scheduling when the default
FCFS was used. An evidence of this aﬃrmation is that the op-
tion PULL REQUEST DELAY must be set to avoid the overload of
Master.
6. Experiments
The aim of the experiments is to demonstrate the viability
and suitability of GWpilot, as well as its performance as an
improvement achieved in comparison with other pilot systems,
when common scientific applications are executed on resources
belonging to large production DCIs. For this purpose, GWpilot
must be tested on a real infrastructure and measured with ap-
plications that create non-ideal conditions for a computational
distributed environment, i.e., filling the system with a high vol-
ume of variable-duration short tasks in a continuous flow, which
must be dispatched individually. This approach is of enormous
importance because centralised pilot systems usually validate
their performance only with long tasks. This methodology is
well founded for the specific calculations for which these sys-
tems were initially implemented, i.e. the LHC production.
However many user applications are composed of short tasks
that should beneficiate from their extensive distribution.
The objective is not to expose the advantages of certain com-
plex scheduling algorithms that GWpilot can incorporate but to
show how the default GWpilot functionalities result in a valu-
able improvement over other systems.
Therefore, two diﬀerent types of experiments are carried out
in this work. First, the behaviour of two representative frame-
works (DIANE and DIRAC) is compared with GWpilot. To
better analyse the results obtained, only one-user and one-task
pilot jobs over a unique grid VO will be utilised. Additionally,
general issues on their configuration and adaptation are com-
mented, not only to be contrasted with GWpilot capabilities,
but also to establish the same scheduling requirements to per-
form equivalent tests among them. Thus, the basic performance
of GWpilot is properly measured with respect to some existing
approaches, and therefore an important performance gain is ex-
pected for any other feature of GWpilot to be used.
In this sense, the second experiment shows how the charac-
terisation of pilots and the customisation of scheduling can be
easily performed at user-level to obtain better resources and,
consequently, to reduce final makespan of several application
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Table 4: Scheduling policies with similar significance for the pilot systems compared in this work. Values set to accomplish the experiments are shown.
GWpilot DIANE DIRAC
Provisioning new pilots:
Max. amount PiS option (gwd.con f ), Agent Factory or diane-submitter Same as number of tasks and adds:
and overload PiF params. (manually) (diane − worker − number) param. (manually) TaskQueueDirector/extraPilots(= 2)
Max. suspension PiS option (gwd.con f ), Agent Factory or diane-submitter ExpireTime is not set in the pilot JDL, then remote
in LRMS or GS PiF param. (manually) (pending − timeout) param. (manually) WMS waits its default timeout (typically 1 day)
Submission DIS PATCH CHUNK(= 100) It is secuential, but Agent Factory/diane-submitter TaskQueueDirector/pilotsPerIteration(= 100)
limits (sched.con f ) limit with (diane − max − pending) param. (manually)
Ranking PiS option (gwd.con f ), Rank option (∼ /.gangarc), or Agent Factory TaskQueueDirector/glite/Rank
resources PiF param. (manually), (square − f itness) param. (manually set, but (Expression based in GLUE descriptions
or collected from any it is a fixed policy, based on completion rate: of CEs obtained from top-BDII)
RANK in tasks (dynamic) [(running + completed)/total])
Constrainting PiS option (gwd.con f ), Requirement option (∼ /.gangarc), or Fixed in code and based on Rank expression and
Resources PiF param. (manually), Agent Factory or diane-submitter param. HepSpec06 of CEs also obtained from top-BDII.
or collected from any (manually, but only allows list Additionally, only 4 requirements are also
REQUIREMENT of CEs, i.e. round-robin) collected from task JDLs to generate constraints:
in tasks (dynamic) CPUTime, S ite, BannedS ites, and Plat f orm
External broker — glite wms.con f TaskQueueDirector/glite/ResourceBrokers
Pilot behaviour:
Pulling new task Inmediately, and then PI(= 30s) con f ig.WorkerAgent.PULL REQUEST DELAY(= 0.2s) JobAgent/S ubmissionDelay(= 10s), and then 120s
An idle T · PI(= 20 · 30s) One attempt every: JobAgent/S topA f terFailedMatches(= 10) failed
pilot ends con f ig.WorkerAgent.HEARTBEAT DELAY(= 10s) attempts, or when the number of completed tasks
Pilot ends if an attempt last more than: and failed attempts reachs to:
con f ig.WorkerAgent.HEARTBEAT TIMEOUT (= 30s) TaskQueueDirector/glite/MaxJobsInFillMode(= 100)
Policies to discard pilots:
Outage T · PI(= 20 · 30s) con f ig.RunMaster.LOST WORKER TIMEOUT (= 60s) PilotS tatusAgent/PilotS talledDays(= 3d)
Idles T · PI(= 20 · 30s) con f ig.RunMaster.IDLE WORKER TIMEOUT (= 600s) —
Task Immediately input.scheduler.policy. JobAgent/S topOnApplicationFailure(= true)
failure REMOVE FAILED WORKER ATTEMPTS (= 1) (on first task failure, pilot ends)
Policies to manage tasks:
Execution RESCHEDULE ON FAILURE input.scheduler.policy. Reschedule fixed in 3 retries
attepms (= no) , NUMBER OF RETRIES FAILED TASK MAX ASS IGN(= 3)
(= 3) in tasks (dynamic) LOST TASK MAX ASS IGN(= 3)
Avoid REQUIREMENT = input.scheduler.policy.WORKER TIME LIMIT (= 0s) JobAgent compares CPUTime requirement set
ending ”QUEUE MAXTIME > (30m)” (max. time in execution) in task JDL and the remaining time notified
pilots in tasks (dynamic) by pilot before matchig.
Matching SCHEDULING INTERVAL Inmediately TaskQueueDirector/ListMatchDelay(= 10s)
time (= 10s) (gwd.con f )
Avoid overloaded SUSPENS ION TIMEOUT con f ig.RunMaster.LOST WORKER TIMEOUT (= 60s) S talledJobAgent/S talledTimeHours(= 6h)
or failing pilots (= 61s) in tasks (dynamic) S talledJobAgent/FaledTimeHours(= 2h)
types. For this purpose, three GWpilot instances support the
execution of the same four applications, but every one perform
a diﬀerent scheduling for their tasks and provisioning.
Additionally, other performance statistics are provided to de-
termine the current and future scalability of GWpilot, as well
as overhead measurements that justify its design.
6.1. Test bed setup
The fusion VO has been for the calculations because it of-
fers a large, heterogeneous and overloaded number of resources
shared with other highly demanding VOs. When the tests were
performed, the fusion VO counted on more than 40 computing
elements (23 sites), and up to 29,464 slots. Of course, few of
them are actually available, but every framework should obtain
1,000 slots. This value is used as the minimum amount of pilots
that every system will request during the experiments.
To perform accurate comparisons among frameworks, three
identical virtual machines (4-cores, 24 GB RAM; SL 6.3; UMD
UI 2.0.2-1) are configured with DIRAC (v6r8p14 release), DI-
ANE (2.4) and GWpilot (on GridWay 5.14), running on a dual
Xeon X5560 (16 cores, 2.8GHz). Every instance stores their
logs, user data and databases on virtual disks created on RAM.
This is done to avoid the interference among pilot systems on
servers’ performance, because only one framework is started in
every virtual machine booted, and the intensive I/O operations
are isolated in every reserved memory. Additionally, three dif-
ferent user certificates are used during the experiments. This
is to assure a fair-share between tests at remote queues, a key
point that is indispensable to achieve accurate results on an
overloaded infrastructure such as the fusion VO in EGI.
To ensure the accuracy of the results obtained, tests are run in
parallel and configuration options are set as similar as possible.
Table 4 shows these configuration equivalencies which are also
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Table 5: Time complexity of long multiplication and real time measurements
< Number o f tasks > Θ(n2) Xeon X5365 3GHz Xeon E5620 2.4GHz
mod 10 (Launch date: 2007) (Launch date: 2012)
Very short tasks: < lower limit >= 3 (n = 30, 000 · · · 75, 000)
0 Θ((3 · 104)2) 66.97 s 84.50 s
1 Θ((3.5 · 104)2) = (1, 16)2 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 91.18 s 115.03 s
6 Θ((6 · 104)2) = 22 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 269.64 s 338.31 s
8 Θ((7 · 104)2) = (2.3)2 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 369.03 s 459.81 s
9 Θ((7.5 · 104)2) = (2.5)2 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 419.43 s 529.27 s
Short tasks: < lower limit >= 9 (n = 90, 000 · · · 135, 000)
0 Θ((9 · 104)2) 605.21 s 761.04 s
1 Θ((9.5 · 104)2) = (3.16)2 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 672.86 s 851.62 s
6 Θ((12 · 104)2) = 42 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 1074.32 s 1354.96 s
8 Θ((13 · 104)2) = (4.3)2 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 1262.12 s 1587.38 s
9 Θ((13.5 · 104)2) = (4.5)2 · Θ((3 · 104)2) 1360.91 s 1713.19 s
taken as a model for later experiments. In this sense GWpilot
parameters are adapted to be as the default policies used in DI-
ANE. However, the default options are maintained for DIRAC
with the exception of the activation of filling mode, because no
comparison would be possible without it. Therefore, this is the
configuration found by any user at central DIRAC servers.
To eliminate the impact of provisioning policies, resource
ranking and filtering capabilities are disabled on GWpilot for
these first experiments. PiFs (GW PiF and Agent Factory) have
been restricted to create a maximum of 1,000 running pilots.
The maximum suspension timeout, before cancelling a pilot job
whenever it is queued at the remote LRMS for a long time, has
been set to 30 minutes. This value is considered reasonable
according to the duration of the first tests (i.e. 3-10 hours). Ad-
ditionally, it provides a level playing field with DIANE’s pro-
visioning mechanism, even though GWpilot could work better
with lower timeouts [74, 75]. However, banning feature is en-
abled (set to 1 hour) in GWpilot. This is necessary to avoid
sending pilots again to the same failing resources (the suspen-
sion timeout is considered as a failure in this work). Thus, to
improve in a similar way the provisioning in DIANE execu-
tions, the square-fit option is passed to Agent Factory.This im-
plies that DIANE will guide the provisioning process for some
tasks. Moreover, DIRAC will also perform by default the pro-
filing of every site and will use statistics to select resources.
Therefore, GWpilot is a priori put at a disadvantage in the pro-
visioning phase. Finally, caching files option is also disabled
in GWpilot, while DIANE and DIRAC perform staging opera-
tions as usual.
However, other GWpilot parameters must also be set to per-
form any calculation, although they eﬀectively limit the usage
of the infrastructure. They were configured to allow the submis-
sion of a maximum of 100 pilots per site (which is defined with
the MAX RUNNING RESOURCE statement). Additionally, GWpi-
lot is allowed to schedule a maximum of 100 tasks (to pilots)
and pilots (to sites) every 10 seconds. These values are set for
similarity with DIRAC, although they limit the capacity of GW-
pilot to access resources with respect to the other frameworks.
Finally, the last two parameters in the GWpilot configuration
determine the pilot turnaround overhead and the pilot discard-
ing rate of the pilot system, respectively: the pulling interval
(PI) for GWpilot, which is established to 30 seconds, and the
maximum retries number (T ), which is set to 20. These values
are selected to be similar to the discarding timeout for DIANE’s
idle worker agents (IDLE WORKER T IMEOUT).
6.2. First experiment: comparison with other pilot systems
The shorter duration of tasks implies a higher impact of over-
heads on the computation performance and on the load sup-
ported by systems. In addition, most users do not want to deal
with grouping their tasks. Developers are also aware of how
the failure rate increases when big bags of tasks are used, and
would rather massively distribute minimal tasks to reduce the
final makespan. For these reasons the comparison among pilot
systems is made with short tasks. Additionally, the intention is
to simulate the typical behaviour pattern of a user that submits
a daily calculation, for example, carried in background during
the night. Therefore, a test with a maximum wall time of 5-10
hours is selected for this experiment.
6.2.1. Simple calculation
For this first experiment, long (or standard) multiplication is
selected to be easily measurable and reproducible. The time
complexity of multiplying two n-digit numbers using long mul-
tiplication isΘ(n2). Thus, task duration can be easily controlled
modifying n as shown in Table 5. To obtain these data, long
multiplication was implemented in C language and compiled
with gcc 4.4, resulting in a binary of 13KB. The executable re-
quires the n-digit as a parameter to randomly generate two num-
bers of that size. Then, it multiplies both of them, and stores the
result in a file of ∼ 6 · n Bytes.
To generate an eﬀect similar to a real user calculation (but
also controlled for further analysis), tasks are submitted with
diﬀerent n values along the tests following this pattern:
< lower limit > ·104+(5·103·(< number o f tasks > mod10))
Thus, setting < lower limit > to 3 assures that the duration of
task ranges between ∼67s and ∼420s on the first machine men-
tioned in Table 5, which is taken as a lower reference machine
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of the infrastructure due to their manufacture date. However,
significantly lower execution times are not expected in this case
due to long multiplication only depends on the velocity of the
processor.
Perhaps, processing tasks that last less than five minutes has
not much sense in a distributed environment (with the excep-
tion to of real-time applications). The sole purpose to carry on
this type of calculation is to perform a stress test of the pilot
systems. For this reason, a second test that contains an input
set that guarantees task duration above 10 minutes is also per-
formed, i.e. setting < lower limit > to 9.
The number of tasks of both tests can be determined accord-
ing to the lower reference machine. 3 · 104 tasks would last
approximately 1 hour and 51 minutes on 1,000 X5365 cores,
and would generate 8.8 GB as output if a < lower limit >= 3 is
selected, while the same volume of tasks would last 8 hours and
generate 18.86 GB when a < lower limit >= 9 is set. However,
these calculations will last much more due to the real availabil-
ity of resources in grid.
A script that creates JDLs and makes use of commands was
implemented to port long multiplication to DIRAC. This script
is as simple as any conventional user will implement. It se-
quentially submits and checks the statuses of tasks. If ended
tasks are detected, outputs are checked before to submit new
tasks. Else the script waits 60 s. However, unlike the other
approaches that directly store the outputs in a local user direc-
tory, DIRAC is based on the sandboxing of these outputs to be
downloaded later by the user. It is noteworthy to mention that
DIRAC provides commands for searching for text in the out-
put files without having to download them. Nevertheless, they
can last minutes due to the volume of tasks managed in this ex-
periment. These delays avoid any comparison with the other
pilot systems and they are not used. Additionally, every task
should be deleted after downloading its outputs and checking
if they are correct. Every operation requires 1.2-1.5 s. despite
of the script is launched on the same machine that runs DIRAC
to remove network overhead. This behaviour is unfeasible be-
cause only checking the statuses of 1,000 tasks would last more
than 2 minutes. For this reason, every command launched will
manage up to 100 tasks together.
To make a more proper comparison and to measure the per-
formance of GWpilot CLI, a similar script was implemented
to generate templates and manage the long multiplication tasks
through GWpilot. However, with DIANE, there is no other pos-
sibility than to wrap long multiplication into DIANE libraries,
and so it was performed. Naturally, both implementations will
check the outputs of every task to ensure the completeness of
results. The maximum number of managed tasks is limited to
1,000 in the three implementations. With respect to the ba-
sic policies for managing tasks in GWpilot, the same approach
for provisioning is followed: neither ranking, nor requirements
were dynamically set on tasks by the application, with excep-
tion of the necessary ones to avoid ended or failing pilots (see
Table 4). The task suspension timeout has to be set slightly
above the pilot pulling interval in order to quickly remove tasks
from pilots that could be failing.
6.2.2. Results
Both short (< lower limit >= 3) and long (< lower limit >=
9) tests were carried out three times to assure accurateness.
Makespan obtained with every pilot system is listed in Table
6, which must be provided as the principal speedup measure-
ment from a user point of view. However, to allow a proper
comparison among systems and against other approaches, other
performancemetrics used in previous works [47, 76, 44, 52] are
considered. Thus, in addition to the final makespan parameter,
Table 6 compiles the number of pilots submitted and eﬀectively
enrolled as a measurement of the eﬃciency in provisioning.
Additionally, the average number of pilots actually running and
the filling rate of these pilots with tasks are provided. These
values are measured before the last 1,000 tasks were remaining
in the systems because the end of calculation is not representa-
tive of the usual utilisation of resources in any experiment. The
number of failed tasks is also added.
To complement this information and illustrate the evolution
of the tests, Figures 5-(a, b, c, d, e, f), show the diﬀerence be-
tween the number of running pilots and the number of active
tasks in every framework. These figures have been obtained by
processing DIANE (master.j), DIRAC (Matcher and (JobState-
Update), and GWpilot logs.
First observable issue in the figures is the improved capac-
ity of GWpilot for provisioning. It is able to obtain and retain
the requested resources one or two hours before than the other
systems. Performance achieved by GridWay in early-binding
scheduling is known, and results obtained in GWpilot tests
should be better than the ones using gLite/UMDWMS, accord-
ing to previous works [74, 75]. However, this deserves a deeper
explanation because most of the scheduling advantages of GW-
pilot have been disabled in this experiment and the overload of
pilots is added. This capability is consequence of the modular
design of GWpilot. MAD in charge of controlling job execution
in CREAM sites conceptually follows a similar implementation
to GW PiS: both manage the continuous data flow from and
to system core and remote sites. Additionally, it uses minimal
middleware libraries, unlike middleware commands. However,
the Scheduler is always performing the match-making among
pilots and resources, and among tasks and pilots. For this pur-
pose the system maintains the Scheduler aware of the data flow
coming fromGWPiS, CREAM and IMMADs. With this infor-
mation Scheduler performs its match-making algorithm over a
limited number of pilots and tasks (DIS PATCH CHUNK), once
per interval (SCHEDULING INTERVAL). Therefore, due to its
modular architecture, CREAM driver and PiS can potentially
manage thousands of pilots and tasks more quickly and concur-
rently than DIRAC or DIANE solutions. In fact, it is mainly
limited by the computational complexity of the algorithm im-
plemented in the Scheduler.
Unlike GWpilot, the other frameworks use gLite commands
to submit pilots (or even to perform match-making requests in
the case of TaskQueueDirector). Every contact with the WMS
spends above 3 s. DIRAC implements such capability by a
multi-threaded engine and is less exposed to these overheads.
Nevertheless, it oﬀers a similar performance to DIANE if the
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(a) n = 30, 000 · · · 75, 000 (d) n = 90, 000 · · · 135, 000
(b) n = 30, 000 · · · 75, 000 (e) n = 90, 000 · · · 135, 000
(c) n = 30, 000 · · · 75, 000 (f) n = 90, 000 · · · 135, 000
Figure 5: Diﬀerence between the number of running pilots and active tasks in first experiments (blue represents GWpilot, red represents DIRAC, and yellow
represents DIANE). There is an upper limit of 1,000 managed tasks per application run on every pilot system. Left (right) column cases a, b and c (d, e and f)
corresponds to three diﬀerent tests with n = 30, 000 · · · 75, 000 ( n = 90, 000 · · · 135, 000).
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Table 6: Results obtained in first experiment. Values of pilots submitted between parenthesis correspond to the number of pilots guided by DIANE Agent Factory
to a specific site. Values for mean up and filling rate are measured before the last 1,000 tasks were remaining in the systems due to the end of calculation is not
representative of the usual utilisation of resources.
Test System Makespan Tasks Pilots
failed submitted enrolled mean up filling rate
Short tests (very short tasks): < lower limit >= 3 (n = 30, 000 · · · 75, 000)
DIANE 4h: 6m: 49s 466 2563 1381 525.08 99.76
(a) DIRAC 7h: 56m: 54s 4 2165 1874 518.73 63.50
GWpilot 3h: 13m: 32s 82 2490 1011 797.72 86.85
DIANE 5h: 22m: 26s 1991 3431 2797 428.90 99.80
(b) DIRAC 9h: 3m: 1s 8 2726 1751 460.91 62.98
GWpilot 3h: 27m: 01s 135 2996 1054 785.62 86.99
DIANE 4h: 50m: 42s 608 3323 1570 421.98 99.75
(c) DIRAC 8h: 21m: 56s 6 2049 1297 461.74 68.50
GWpilot 4h: 06m: 42s 62 4655 954 648.23 87.80
Long tests (short tasks): < lower limit >= 9 (n = 90, 000 · · · 135, 000)
DIANE 13h: 16m: 02s 522 1989(932) 1531 893.99 98.63
(d) DIRAC 13h: 24m: 0s 486 4226 3454 968.97 87.29
GWpilot 11h: 33m: 32s 183 9032 3687 1001.63 94.49
DIANE 15h: 29m: 36s 3140 6435(2330) 4137 588.45 99.93
(e) DIRAC 16h: 6m: 3s 650 12888 3095 953.03 85.43
GWpilot 15h: 08m: 36s 589 16369 2213 670.16 95.18
DIANE 12h: 16m: 17s 2322 3919(1393) 3295 774.32 99.62
(f) DIRAC 15h: 19m: 22s 822 3135 2537 894.35 88.58
GWpilot 12h: 34m: 49s 151 9444 2645 880.0 94.61
number of failed tasks is observed. Every failed tasks triggers
the discarding of its hosting pilot (see Table 4) in DIANE. Sub-
mission performed by Agent Factory is completely sequential,
and subsequently the maximum number of slots provisioned is
limited to approximately 1,000 per hour for DIANE. On the
other hand, GWpilot is able to submit this volume of pilots
in 100 seconds, according to the configuration selected in this
work. Thus, GWpilot can immediately start the replacement
of failing or suspended pilots. However, this feature can not
be enough in certain situations as the one presented in test (e),
where the infrastructure is overloaded. In this case, allowing
large suspension times at remote queues improve the provision-
ing (see DIRAC behaviour in Figure 5 -(e)).
In view of the results, GWpilot is clearly more adequate to
accomplish short duration experiments, as the ones described
in Figures 5-(a, b, c). In experiments longer than 15 hours, the
benefit is slightly lower. However, when many pilots end due to
reaching the maximum wall-time at remote queues (usually 24
hours running), the improved provisioning capacity of GWpilot
will maintain the number of resources appropriated unlike other
solutions.
Despite of the drawback, it seems that DIANE progressively
trims the advantage that GWpilot holds in some tests (f, a, c),
although not in others (d). That is because its task comple-
tion rate is higher than the one achieved by GWpilot when it
reaches a similar number of pilots (a, c) and because Agent
Factory could be appropriating more powerful resources. It
is noteworthy to mention again that DIANE performs such a
type of guided provisioning (see Table 6) only on long tests
(with < lower limit >= 9). That is so because Agent Factory
needs time to compile enough data about running pilots in or-
der to start submitting new ones to certain resources. DIRAC
is always evaluating performance of pilots to select suitable re-
sources. However, these features do not seem to be an eﬀective
advantage over GWpilot through the tests. Other reason could
be the existence of overheads, which will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The eﬀective resource utilisation is a clear indication of how
overheads decrease overall performance. This is usually mea-
sured using the area between running pilots and active tasks
graphs [76]. DIANE execution is plotted as a line, with the ex-
ception of the end of computation when many pilots are still
up, but there are no more tasks to execute. That is so because
DIANE reaches average filling rates of about 99%, i.e. it per-
forms the highest pilot utilisation, as expected: with DIANE,
any ended task is immediately detected by the user application
because the application itself is embedded in DIANE. Thus, a
new task that substitutes the previous one is immediately gener-
ated, and subsequently dispatched. This process takes less than
0.4 s for every task because it has no scheduling overhead asso-
ciated. The FCFS approach does not require expending time in
solving match-making algorithms.
The jagged shape of the displayed active tasks line in GWpi-
lot and DIRAC executions is due to their arbitrary termination.
It is justified by the alternation of light tasks with heavy ones
proposed as test input. Although this behaviour could be attenu-
ated by decreasing the pulling (PI) and the scheduling interval,
or increasing the dispatching chunk, it is also determined by
the implementation of the script that manages the execution of
the application. This script is not able to process and supply
new tasks to GWpilot when their duration is very short (these
overheads will be properly described in Subsection 6.4). On
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the other hand, match-making complexity is so simple in this
experiment that it takes the Scheduler less than one second to
solve it. Thus, the overhead originated by Scheduler is an is-
sue to be analysed through next subsections, where ranking is
extensively used. However, other overheads have influence on
the task turnaround time in this experiment and reduce the task
completion rate. One of them is file staging, but another one is
the number of failed tasks that trigger the banning of pilots by
a period of time (see Table 6). However, overheads are actu-
ally appreciable with task duration below five minutes. Results
obtained in other cases seem to be comparable with those of a
FRFS scheduling approach [76], or even in [52], as shown in
Figures 5-(d, e, f). This is indicative of the design and imple-
mentation feasibility of GWpilot.
Other added overheads are hindering fill the pilots in DIRAC
executions. In short tests (a, b, c), the slowness of CLI com-
mands dramatically decreases the number of tasks submitted.
That is due to the great number of DIRAC modules that are
working together to process the amount of requests coming
from the application. These processes maintain the 4 CPU
cores of virtual machine above 60% of usage. Consequently,
commands take up to 20 seconds to return the results. This is
the reason for the pronounced jagged shape of running tasks
in these tests. The drawback is clearly attenuated in long tests
(d, e, f), however scheduling and pilot overheads still prevent
reaching filling rates similar to the other approaches. Expla-
nation is simple: although Matcher is able to dispatch most of
the tasks in milliseconds [47], tasks queues are empty many
times. Then, many pilots must wait 120s to try again getting
a task. To classify tasks in queues is not an immediate mecha-
nism, as well as the process in which the tasks are considered
completed. Thus, there is a delay between accepting a task and
dispatching it; and there is another delay between the task be-
ing done and its output being available for download. In the
case of long tests (d, e, f), commands do not have influence on
the filling rate because the script always maintain 1,000 tasks in
the DIRAC system without problems. Nevertheless, the script
can not detect finished tasks although their hosting pilots had
completed the work. Additionally, the sandboxing mechanism
delays the processing of ended tasks. Consequently, many tasks
in long experiments are in unproductive states.
Therefore, the underutilisation of pilots and the delay on ob-
taining results is a problem for individual users that plan to use
DIRAC to execute applications composed by short tasks. How-
ever, this issue is not a drawback for the managers of large col-
laborative projects where many clients use PMS at the same
time, because pilots can always be filled with other user’s tasks
if the MUPJ capability is enabled. Thus, DIRAC will maintain
the appropriate throughput and resource utilisation to accom-
plish its associated projects.
6.3. Second experiment: customised scheduling
Through the last subsection the performance of GWpilot was
compared with other two pilot frameworks. Those tests only
provide a base measurement of the performance gain of GW-
pilot because no guidance in scheduling was enabled with ex-
ception of banning the failing resources. Now, the interest is
to perform real calculations as any user usually does, i.e. cus-
tomising requirements of his legacy applications and starting
several calculations at same time. Therefore, in these experi-
ments, some features are introduced that diﬀerentiates GWpilot
among the other systems evaluated. In particular, sharing pilots
among applications is not allowed by DIANE and only partially
by DIRAC (due to the MaxJobsInFillMode constraint). Both sys-
tems do not oﬀer users suitable mechanisms to dynamically in-
corporate policies that had influence on provisioning and even
on workload scheduling. They neither provide standardised in-
terfaces to support legacy applications.
Moreover, the approach is to insist on the importance of
scheduling variable short tasks (with an execution time shorter
than 20 minutes) in an overloaded infrastructure because this is
the worst potential scenario that a pilot system (and any sched-
uler) can face. Thus, the features introduced should demon-
strate that they improve the execution of user applications while
not overloading GWpilot system with excessive overheads.
This will be demonstrated through this subsection executing
again long multiplications but also several instances of a legacy
application at the same time, simulating a multi-application or
multi-user environment. Overheads will be evaluated in the last
subsection because also compiles measurements made during
the previous experiment.
6.3.1. The legacy application
A well-known grid application that can supply short tasks is
selected from among many others [77, 78] that are currently
executed with the GWpilot framework. DKEsG (Drift Kinetic
Equation solver for Grid) [79] calculates the neoclassical trans-
port in fusion reactors and has already been successfully de-
ployed on EGI in fusion VO.
Currently DKEsG follows a producer-consumer design pat-
tern, where a maximum number of DKEsG-Mono tasks is man-
aged by the application through the DRMAA library. Every
task is compiled as a 2 MB executable that needs an input file
of ∼5 KB and produces output files of ∼10 KB. Every inde-
pendent DKEsG-Mono instance is a short-duration task whose
CPU consumption is directly proportional to only one param-
eter, the plasma radius index (i.e. the toroidal flux) of the fu-
sion device considered. Therefore, DKEsG is a good example
of how a legacy DRMAA-enabled application can benefit from
GWpilot. On the other hand, DKEsG-Mono is a common pa-
rameter sweep application with a controlled CPU time variabil-
ity that can be used to demonstrate GWpilot capabilities.
A real example of calculation with DKEsG is to determine
the eﬀective ripple in a fusion device. For this purpose, 24 vari-
ations of the standard configuration of the TJ-II [80] device, 72
variations of the plasma collisionallity, and 140 radius indexes
have been selected. Therefore, this input parameter combina-
tion results in 24 · 72 · 140 = 241, 920 tasks.
To introduce any accurate scheduling policy, DKEsG-Mono
execution must be profiled. However, unlike long multiplica-
tion, which is entirely based on integer arithmetic, DKEsG-
Mono execution time depends also on floating point perfor-
mance, cache size and other hardware parameters. Thus, latest
processors should compute DKEsG-Mono faster. In this case,
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Table 7: Average DKEsG-Mono execution times obtained from reference ma-
chines for some indexed radius in the standard TJ-II configuration.
TJ-II TJ-II Xeon X5365 3GHz Xeon E5620 2.4GHz
index normalised (Launch date: 2007) (Launch date: 2012)
for toroidal
radius flux ρ (0-1)
2 7.14E-03 58.10 s 48.33 s
25 1.71E-01 179.54 s 150.21 s
48 3.36E-01 297.33 s 247.80 s
71 5.00E-01 348.14 s 291.28 s
94 6.64E-01 523.58 s 439.59 s
117 8.29E-01 624.92 s 524.07 s
141 1 751.05 s 631.95 s
Figure 6: Linear fitting of the values in Table 7 for the he X5365 processor.
This is the suggested profile of DKEsG-Mono on that processor.
execution time ranges from 58 to 751 seconds on a Xeon X5365
3GHz, but it is lower on a Xeon E5620 2.4GHz (see the third
and fourth columns in Table 7). This issue, far from being a
drawback, will be used in this experiment to show how diﬀer-
ent policies can be enabled for several applications at the same
time. These applications will be concurrently managed by GW-
pilot, resulting in performance improvements for all of them.
6.3.2. Customising scheduling at user-level
Now, the objective is to perform a simple customization of
the GWpilot scheduling capability based on a personal profil-
ing of the application. This purpose motivates the election of a
real application such as DKEsG. As commented in Section 4,
advanced policies can be dynamically included in GWpilot by
simply including specific pilot tags in the rank expression. For
example, if the long multiplication is used in this experiment,
only including a ranking expression based on the CPU speed
in templates will be enough to obtain a valuable performance
improvement:
RANK = PILOT CPU MHZ
However, the intention is to go beyond this, showing how
users and developers can introduce their personal tags since
they are who really know the behaviour of their applications.
Therefore, the PILOT ${GW US ER} VAR 1 tag will publish a
profiling based on Table 7. As it is shown in Fig. 6, these
data are fitted into a polynomial function. Then, the speedup
obtained running DKEsG-Mono in any other processor can be
expressed by drawing a parallel line above (less performance)
or below (better performance) that function. Additionally the
speedup for every normalised flux (ρ) can be calculated with
the following formula:
speedup(ρ) = <wall time>59 + ρ · 692
However, the PILOT ${GW US ER} VAR 1 has to be filled by
the task whenever it ends its execution. For this purpose, a
script that wraps DKEsG-Mono execution at WNs will calcu-
late speedup and publish it with this statement:
echo "PILOT_${GW_USER}_VAR_1 = ${speedup}" > ${PILOT_PIPE}
On the other hand, the following DRMAA statements must
be introduced into the code section of task creation: one to set
a ranking policy based on the customised tag and the latter to
indicate that task has to be scheduled to a pilot:
drmaa_set_vector_attribute(<task description id>,
DRMAA_GW_RANK, ’PILOT_${GW_USER}_VAR_1’)
drmaa_set_vector_attribute(<task description id>,
DRMAA_GW_REQUIREMENT,’LRMS_NAME="jobmanager-pilot"’)
Thus, any unskilled developer can perform these actions, and
does not need to modify any code of the GWpilot system, in-
cluding the pilot itself. Moreover, requirement, ranking and
profiling expressions could be stored in an auxiliary file which
is read when the execution starts (as DKEsG does), making tun-
ing easier to users, but always without modifying GWpilot.
6.3.3. Tests proposed
The intention is to show how user policies improve the per-
formance of applications. Nevertheless, as it was mentioned
in Section 5, DIANE and DIRAC do not allow setting similar
statements for user applications, and only include the possibil-
ity of statically configuring the provisioning based on WMS
and central GIS. Additionally, to adapt a legacy application
implemented in DRMAA to these systems is time-expensive.
Therefore, for the sake of comparison with the previous ex-
periments, a GWpilot instance must act as a control test, i.e.
supporting DKEsG and long multiplication without the afore-
mentioned ranking customisation and without enabling the GW
PiF provisioning guidance.
For this purpose, now three virtual machines with GWpi-
lot are booted. These instances are configured with the static
options for GWpilot enumerated in the previous experiments.
This assures the comparison with the other systems. Rank-
ing policies are enabled by the user applications running on
two virtual machines, and provisioning guidance is also config-
ured in one of these. With this diﬀerentiation, the performance
gain obtained by each scheduling technique can be measured.
Thus, those three deployments are called along this experiment
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as control test (ct), standalone ranking (sr), and guided provi-
sioning (gp).
The benefit of guiding provisioning and workload scheduling
together, and not simply guiding the latter, is the key achieve-
ment that this experiment is trying to demonstrate. All tests will
rely on the GIS to find free resources to immediately distribute
pilots. However, the user-ranked approach enabled in sr and gp
diﬀerentiates the resource provisioning from the task schedul-
ing. Both approaches expect moreWNs to be obtained, the best
ones of which will be retained if pilots wait a certain time in low
overloaded queues. It was commented through the first experi-
ment that application instances (tasks) in the system usually do
not reach the maximum number of pilots that can be available in
a determined time. This behaviour is especially noticeable with
DKEsG, because there is no function in DRMAA 1.0 specifi-
cation that oﬀers the possibility of returning all job states in a
unique call. Then, the execution state of these tasks is sequen-
tially checked in a time interval of 0.1s. However, GWpilot
take advantage of this underutilisation when workload policies
are enabled. That is, GWpilot achieves an improvement in the
quality of resources as a function of time: the best pilots will
be selected to run a task and the rest will die when no work is
assigned to them.
Besides, gp tests finally connects user policies to provision-
ing. PiF will include the preferences depicted in task descrip-
tions when pilots are submitted (see Subsection 3.4). This
scheduling mechanism considers that there is no characteristic
that GIS could provide, including the published number of free
slots from every resource. That is so because GIS does not as-
sure that these slots are actually available for a specific VO user.
However GW PiF can safely use the characterisation of pilots
to improve future provisioning, even if this characterisationwas
customised by the user. Additionally, PiF will use the ranking
sentences included in task descriptions, but in a limited way.
PiF is configured to only guide half of pilot submissions. That
is so to allow GWpilot to better explore the whole infrastructure
in order to search for more suitable resources, but assuring the
suitability of resources in a 50%. In addition, it is of interest
that the influence of these ranking statements in the scheduling
mechanism was unbalanced. The intention is to create an ex-
periment close to reality, where there will always be more tasks
of some type than other.
Therefore, tests are mainly composed by the DKEsG-Mono
tasks needed for the calculation of the eﬀective ripple, but long
multiplication is also executed at the same time. The purpose
is to use long multiplication as a competitive application in the
system and to subsequently analyse its interference on schedul-
ing.
Moreover, to show an eﬀect similar to that found in a com-
petitive multi-application environment (but also controlled for
further analysis), the calculation of the eﬀective ripple is split in
three parts to be carried out by three diﬀerent DKEsG instances.
Tasks with a lower weight are interspersed along the test. For
this purpose, tasks are ordered for later individual submission
in a numerical sequence of radius as:
Slice 1: (2,47,92;3,48,93;... 16,61,108) + (139,140,141)
Slice 2: (17,62,107;18,62,108;... 31,76,121) + (137,138)
Slice 3: (32,77,122;33,78,123;... 46,91,136)
Naturally, three applications will be started at the same time
as the long multiplication. Additionally, the radius order as-
sures that the CPU time requirement is increased along the ex-
periment. Every application (long multiplication included) is
limited to 250 tasks, and then the maximum number of tasks in
the system is 1,000.
Finally, estimating the duration of both executions is neces-
sary. If calculation of the ripple were performed sequentially
on the first selected machine described in the previous subsec-
tion (see Table 7), it would take approximately 3 years and 45
days; and 36 hours and 30 minutes if 750 cores of that machine
were used. On the other hand, long multiplication on 250 cores
would take approximately 32 hours if the input set that assures
tasks above 10 minutes (< lower limit >= 9) were selected.
6.3.4. Results
The time spent by the tests is a good introduction to the ad-
vantage oﬀered by GWpilot over other solutions, because con-
trol test (ct) relies on the same configuration parameters used in
the experiments described in Subsection 6.2. Now, the experi-
ments are composed of several applications with variable com-
pletion times. Additionally, diﬀerent user policies are applied
on long multiplication and DKEsG executions. Consequently,
diﬀerences between the ct and guided provisioning (gp) tests
ranges from 56 minutes (Test 1) to 8 hours (Test 2). Table 8
shows the makespan of each application and their accumulated
spent time.
According to these data, an important reduction (from 11%
to 20%) of accumulated spent time in ct tests is achieved by gp
tests. However, standalone ranking (sr) tests do not achieve an
averaged improvement as it could be expected. This behaviour
demonstrates the motivation of this study, i.e. it is necessary the
guidance of provisioning because resources finally provided by
remote sites could not fit the needs of the applications or they
could even arbitrarily fail. GW PiF in ct and sr tests does not
perform any selection of resources where pilots will be submit-
ted with exception of avoiding busy and banned sites. There-
fore, when a pilot is discarded, it is arbitrary replaced by a new
one. Even, this new pilot can be in same WN than the replaced
one if the holding site was not banned. Therefore, the chance
to obtain improved resources is based on multiple attempts, but
they are better retained in sr tests. This circumstance is espe-
cially evident in Test 1, where resources with high speedups
profiled are appropriated at the beginning of the calculation.
Paradoxically, the complete Test 1-(sr) was slower than Test 1-
(ct). That is because pilots more suitable for longmultiplication
executions (higher CPU speeds) are less retained if they do not
entail an improved profile for DKEsG-Mono application.
In any case, the algorithm presented in this study devoted to
firstly utilise the more powerful pilots in the pool has resulted in
a continuous improvement of the resources oﬀered to the user
in a ratio proportional to the discarding rate. This fact is sup-
ported by the number of tasks per minute considered done by
the applications, which is increased from the ct to gp. Nat-
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Table 8: Makespan values obtained in second experiment.
Test Type Makespan
long multiplication DKEsG-Mono Slice 1 DKEsG-Mono Slice 2 DKEsG-Mono Slice 3 accumulated
ct 1 d: 20 h: 54 m: 23 s 1 d: 12 h: 09 m: 07 s 1 d: 19 h: 16 m: 32 s 1 d: 20 h: 23 m: 50 s 7 d: 00 h: 43 m: 52 s
(1) sr 1 d: 21 h: 29 m: 12 s 1 d: 09 h: 41 m: 16 s 1 d: 12 h: 11 m: 35 s 1 d: 12 h: 59 m: 43 s 6 d: 08 h: 21 m: 46 s
gp 1 d: 19 h: 58 m: 07 s 1 d: 08 h: 36 m: 55 s 1 d: 11 h: 46 m: 01 s 1 d: 13 h: 49 m: 22 s 6 d: 06 h: 10 m: 25 s
ct 1 d: 21 h: 56 m: 13 s 1 d: 19 h: 50 m: 51 s 1 d: 21 h: 07 m: 36 s 1 d: 21 h: 43 m: 34 s 7 d: 12 h: 38 m: 14 s
(2) sr 1 d: 18 h: 08 m: 21 s 1 d: 17 h: 32 m: 11 s 1 d: 18 h: 54 m: 07 s 1 d: 16 h: 40 m: 27 s 6 d: 23 h: 15 m: 06 s
gp 1 d: 13 h: 51 m: 20 s 1 d: 09 h: 18 m: 16 s 1 d: 10 h: 56 m: 42 s 1 d: 12 h: 01 m: 03 s 5 d: 22 h: 07 m: 21 s
ct 1 d: 21 h: 34 m: 02 s 1 d: 18 h: 23 m: 14 s 1 d: 20 h: 56 m: 40 s 1 d: 21 h: 29 m: 42 s 7 d: 10 h: 23 m: 38 s
(3) sr 1 d: 20 h: 23 m: 52 s 1 d: 17 h: 47 m: 48 s 1 d: 20 h: 08 m: 49 s 1 d: 20 h: 03 m: 18 s 7 d: 06 h: 23 m: 47 s
gp 1 d: 15 h: 49 m: 48 s 1 d: 08 h: 17 m: 00 s 1 d: 10 h: 51 m: 06 s 1 d: 11 h: 46 m: 44 s 5 d: 22 h: 44 m: 38 s
(a) Test 1. Execution time average of DKEsG-Mono per normalised flux (ρ). (b) Test 2. Execution time average of DKEsG-Mono per normalised flux (ρ).
(c) Test 3. Execution time average of DKEsG-Mono per normalised flux (ρ). (d) Task execution time average per hour (in seconds) of long multiplication
in the three guided provisioning (gp) tests (with n = 90, 000).
Figure 7: Average times obtained in second experiment
urally, values for both rates written in Table 9 were registered
when the system maintain the four application running to assure
accurateness.
To illustrate how the continuous improvement of resources
impacts on the accomplishment of tasks, averaged execution
times are shown in Figures 7. However, to diﬀerentiate the in-
fluence on every application, two types of graphs are included.
First, the execution time average of DKEsG-Mono tasks per
normalised flux are depicted in Figures 7-(a, b, c). To compare
speedup obtained, the data belonging to every test are fitted into
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Table 9: Results obtained in second experiment. Values for tasks done per minute, pilots discarded per minute and the number of calls per second of every pilot are
measured after the system had enrolled at least 800 pilots and before the last 1000 tasks were remaining to be representative of the usual behavior of GWpilot.
Test Type Tasks Pilots
failed done/m max. done/m submitted enrolled discarded/m calls/s
ct 5140 104.41 241 30882 9107 2.95 62.09
(1) sr 5307 122.03 271 24844 5973 1.96 64.78
gp 4625 124.96 268 22631 6049 2.05 67.05
ct 6322 100.05 238 27421 8134 2.59 65.76
(2) sr 4962 121.30 254 26041 7080 2.53 67.31
gp 8663 132.72 294 27631 9049 3.01 66.84
ct 4718 89.68 216 21572 6227 2.36 59.20
(3) sr 8726 91.82 231 13295 6698 2.37 61.26
gp 3954 126.05 276 15497 7055 2.88 68.05
a polynomial function. Additionally, the line representing the
performance of reference machine is drawn. A supplementary
fourth Figure 7-(d) shows the evolution of the execution times
of long multiplication for n = 90, 000 through the gp tests. This
latter graph is included only to demonstrate that despite of pi-
lots are preferably submitted to sites with resources suitable
for DKEsG, the ranking approach in provisioning also assure
an improvement for long multiplication. Thus, this approach
achieves a progressive reduction of the average CPU consumed
by their consecutively submitted tasks. These conclusions are
supported by the makespan obtained by every application and
compiled in Table 8. In particular, the calculation time of ev-
ery DKEsG slice is reduced from 11.2% to 25% and the long
multiplication from 3.4% to 13.4% in gp tests.
Nevertheless, approximately 25% of the discarded pilots are
consequences of grid job errors, so the improvement translated
to a reduction in the makespan is smaller. Additionally, the
number of failed tasks in the pilots’ execution deserves a deeper
explanation. Although GWpilot is more stable than the tradi-
tional early-binding methods, it cannot avoid errors produced
by the middleware, network cuts or any other typical problem
related to the remote execution of pilots. This is the case for
the failed executions shown in Table 9, which are primarily the
consequence of a pilot dying while a task was running in it or a
task being dispatched to a dead pilot that has not been discarded
yet. However, they represent less than 4% of the total submit-
ted executions in every test, while the aforementioned percent-
age of failed pilots rises to 75% (note that many pilot jobs were
discarded before the 30-minute threshold set in the PiF configu-
ration). All of these values demonstrate not only the suitability
of GWpilot from the user point of view but also the convenience
of splitting resource provisioning from task scheduling.
6.4. Performance evaluation
In the following subsections, other results obtained in this
work will be discussed. Even though the comparison between
the times spent by the tests is the most visible performancemea-
surement for the user, it does not completely describe all the im-
portant performance aspects of the GWpilot system. Therefore,
an analysis is made using diﬀerent approaches that are useful to
validate the design aﬃrmations commented in Section 3.
6.4.1. Scalability
It is clear that scalability only can be demonstrated increas-
ing experimentally the load of system. However, the statistics
obtained through the experiments performed in this work can
be extrapolated to other magnitudes, or even already show per-
formance values comparable to the obtained by other systems
currently in production in large collaborations.
Firstly, the total number of processed user tasks in the exper-
iments is an achievement if we have in mind that other systems
consider these volumes [45, 57, 81] as the optimum through-
put for months. In relation to provisioning, the number of ef-
fectively enrolled pilots presented in Tables 6 and 9 is also im-
portant. There were tests with more than 9,000 successfully
enrolled pilots [44], achieving maxima of above 200 pilots per
minute [52]. However, it is interesting to provide the average
number of enrolled pilots and the percentage of discarded pi-
lots per hour [81], which are between 200-300 and above 5%,
respectively. Note that a discarded pilot does not imply that its
hosting grid job has failed and vice versa. In any case, these
values also show how the enrolment and discarding processes
in GWpilot are faster andmore eﬀective than themechanisms to
provision resources used in other systems [45] which are based
on middleware CLI.
The dispatch capacity is another productivity and scalabil-
ity aspect that must be examined. In the experiments, the
time spent by Scheduler was maintained below one second.
Then GWpilot can eﬀectively dispatch more than 500 tasks per
minute. Even when other systems usually provide equivalent
or lower rates, is due to other performance metrics should be
improved in the specific areas for which they were developed.
In any case, it is noteworthy that this dispatching aspect is in-
dicative of the future scalability of GWpilot and its suitability
for a wide range of calculations. In addition, Table 9 compile
the processing rate of pilot operations, whose values are easily
manageable by any HTTP server (PiS is based on a lightweight
HTTP famework). Therefore, the number of pilots can be po-
tentially increased to greater orders of magnitude.
6.4.2. Turnaround and controlled overhead
Other metrics should be considered to validate the design and
implementation of GWpilot. In particular, the middleware over-
head introduced by the system constraints its future scalability
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(a) Real execution time of tasks at remote resources. (b) Pilot overhead and transfer times.
(c) Scheduling overhead, i.e. time spent by GridWay in dispatching a task
whenever it is included in the system (it depends on the number of pilots up).
(d) Time spent in generating and monitoring tasks for the applications (it is
included even when it is not properly part of the task turnaround).
Figure 8: Box plots of the diﬀerent turnaround times obtained with every completed task grouped by experiment. Every box stand for: [Exp. 1-(a, b, c)], i.e. the
3 short tests (a, b, c) of long multiplication corresponding to fist experiment; [Exp. 1-(d, e, f)], i.e. the 3 long tests (d, e, f) of long multiplication corresponding to
first experiment; [Exp. 2-(gp)], i.e. the 3 tests with guided provisioning (gp). Stars represent the average.
and capacity of hosting complex algorithms, as has been men-
tioned in Subsection 2.6 and through Sections 3 and 4 . It is de-
sirable that overheads were predictable and even configurable
according to the platform and infrastructure on which the pilot
system is running. The whole overhead of the system is finally
translated to user as higher turnaround times. Therefore, man-
aging turnaround overheads is of main interest and should be
measured.
The real turnaround time of each completed task is defined
as the time diﬀerence between the moment when the task is
queued in the UTQ (the GridWay Job Pool) for being dis-
patched and the moment when the system notifies that it is
completed. This value represents the CPU time consumed by
the application when it is executed on remote resources plus
the overhead introduced by the middleware. In general, for the
GWpilot system, the middleware overhead can be decomposed
in two diﬀerent types based on their source: the internal oper-
ations necessary to accept, classify, dispatch and consider the
task as ended; and the pilot operations necessary to accomplish
the task.
Figures 8-(a, b, c) show three turnaround time values in GW-
pilot tests. They describe the turnaround of every task done
processed by GWpilot in this work. Tasks are grouped by ex-
periment and subsequently decomposed in the three categories:
CPU time, scheduling (internal), and pilot overhead.
Time wasted by internal operations is negligible for the tests
performed in this study. This fact is supported by the mea-
surements made through last subsections. Nevertheless, the
turnaround increases when the Scheduler is unable to dispatch
tasks due to the inexistence of idle pilots. Additionally, other
experiments composed of higher volumes of tasks with com-
plex requirements could increase this time. For this reason,
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it was called scheduling overhead, although all internal oper-
ations are included.
Pilot overhead is produced by the pulling interval performed
by pilots and the transfer times. Usually, staging files is consid-
ered as part of the internal operations of the system [33] or even
a separate overhead in other works [32]. In this study transfer
times are included in pilot overhead because the pilot down-
loads the needed inputs and uploads the outputs generated by a
task.
Although it is neither concerned with the turnaround mea-
surement nor with the GWpilot performance, the application
overhead is also displayed in Fig 8-(d) because it influences the
final makespan of the calculation if there are not enough tasks
provided to fill all the available pilots. This circumstance was
described in Subsection 6.2.2, where a brief explanation was
provided. Now, box plots indicate that the script that wraps the
long multiplication application gives the similar performance
when it supplies very short (< lower limit >= 3) or short
(< lower limit >= 9) tasks. However, this overhead, along
with the one originated in pilots (Fig. 8-(b)) and the config-
ured SCHEDULING INTERVAL, results in an important percent-
age with respect to CPU time in the first experiments. There-
fore, running pilots are not completely filled.
CPU time plotted in Fig. 8-(a) shows similar values for short
experiments and the ones that perform together DKEsG and
long multiplication calculations. The explanation is that the
volume of multiplication tasks only represents approximately
11% of all tasks in these experiments. Additionally, DKEsG-
Mono tasks are shorter than very short multiplication tasks
(< lower limit >= 3). Thus, the question is translated to
the scheduling overhead shown in Fig. 8-(c). The maximum
number of usable pilots is limited to the same maximum quan-
tity of tasks in every experiment. An increase in the schedul-
ing overhead indicates that either the number of running pi-
lots is lower than 1,000, or some of these pilots are banned.
Both circumstances explain the high values compiled for the
short experiments and how they decrease when the duration
of experiments is larger up to a median of 7 s (note that the
SCHEDULING INTERVAL is set to 10 seconds in every experi-
ment). Thus, the scheduling overhead is actually describing the
cost of provisioning resources, but remains statistically stable if
the number of tasks is adjusted to the number of running pilots.
This is precisely one of the main performance measurements
that should be analysed in this work: the variability of this over-
head should not be taken into account by a self-scheduler appli-
cation that will use GWpilot framework.
The other important aspect is the pilot overhead, which medi-
ans are always close to 30 seconds because it mainly depends on
its configured pulling interval. Nevertheless, transferring files
have influence on this overhead because the average values are
higher in the experiments that deal with greater output sizes.
This fact demonstrates the scalability of the GWpilot system,
which is not influenced by the number of pilots running.
It is important to mention how the arithmetic average values
of the corresponding measured parameters behave. In the fig-
ure describing CPU time (Fig. 8-(a)), it can be seen almost a
symmetric box with a higher weight in the distribution of the
higher values, what can be appreciated in the average values
(stars) and in the corresponding longer whiskers. Unlike the
scheduling and pilot overheads, where the averages lie outside
the third quartile in the long first (< lower limit >= 9) and gp
tests and even are outliers in the scheduling overhead, i.e. there
have been some specific values of these overheadswhich deeply
exceed the median and produce a non-symmetric average. This
fact is not of importance if the median is symmetric inside the
box, since it means that the distribution is almost homogenous
and only some few tasks have produced a major overhead (pilot
overhead case). However, it is noticeable an asymmetric distri-
bution in the long first (< lower limit >= 9) and gp boxes of the
scheduling overhead . In these cases, not only the average is an
outlier, but also the lower values of the overhead are much con-
centrated around a value, i.e. most of the tasks (close to 50%)
have a low scheduling overhead.
As a summary, measurements of pilot and scheduler over-
heads enable self-schedulers to properly calculate their task
grouping regarding only the application characteristics, while
the overhead introduced by GWpilot remains stable and similar
to its configuration parameters.
7. Conclusions and future work
Current pilot systems are accomplishing great results in the
area for which they have been implemented and designed.
However, they still have some limitations that prevent their de-
ployment and application to other fields or codes and they are
not exploiting all of the advantages that pilot jobs oﬀer.
In this work, the GWpilot system is proposed as a new so-
lution that accomplishes the requirements of a wide range of
users and institutions and profits from advanced scheduling
techniques. GWpilot makes the use of pilot jobs automatic and
unattended both to users and developers, while project man-
agers benefit from its fair-share policies to give a boost to their
priority computational challenges. Furthermore, GWpilot en-
ables a simplifiedmulti-level schedulingmodel that is even suit-
able for improving the behaviour of self-schedulers. Its design
makes GWpilot:
• Easy-to-install and standalone.
• Compatible with previously ported applications.
• Interoperable with diverse grid and cloud infrastructures
and stackable with other systems.
• Lightweight and scalable.
• Highly adjustable, supporting the customisation of
scheduling at several levels.
To demonstrate the capacities described, main performance
aspects have been measured in real tests that reproduce a non-
ideal scenario for a scheduler that works on distributed re-
sources in production. These measurements are focused not
only on demonstrating the improvements achieved from the
user point of view but also to show the new available functional-
ities for the highly skilled developers or administrators, which
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lead to a better performance and a customisable approach for
diﬀerent codes and disciplines.
As future work, the integrationwith gLExec for fulfilling cur-
rent infrastructure policies related to multi-user pilot jobs will
be performed. Additionally, the utilisation of diverse complex
algorithms to accomplish the requirements of specific workload
problems is being explored. Finally, the incorporation of cloud
resources into the framework is being evaluated considering the
economical questions that arise in an environmentwith multiple
commercial providers.
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